
Produced by the Ministry of Agriculture and  
Fishery, this work is a contribution to the will, initiated by the 
Morocco Green Plan, to reach a dream, to plan an ambition, to 
testify of a perspective of change.

Privileged targets of the Morocco Green Plan, Terroirs and their productions 
are whole part of the Moroccan patrimony, the authentic revelations of the 
evolution of the society, its styles of life and its cultural and economic brilliance.
Rooted in this country they are so proud of, producers express a part of the 
History of Morocco.

This book communicates on the wealth, the quality, the excellence and the 
diversity of the Moroccan products of Terroirs. It updates complexity, elaboration 
and Moroccan creative genius. The reader discovers this strength of adaptation of 
Terroirs and of those who live here.

This work, image of a remarkable country, pays a glowing tribute based on a 
precious value: of the men and women of Terroirs,  real symbols of a collective
symbiosis for an unique development, a country that stands in solidarity: 
magnificent Morocco.
 
The look of Aya, fictitious character in search of Terroirs and of skills, pulls us at 
the heart of the Kingdom and of its farmers, producers, breeders. The story of her 
adventure highlights People, landscapes and products of Terroirs from Morocco in 
a series of encounters punctuated by colors, smells, flavors and traditions from all 
over the Kingdom.
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 Morocco is a country similar to a multifaceted prism, the historical, cultural, human, economic and artistic influence of which
illuminates the past, the present and the future. There is one facet that shines in particular: that of Terroirs, fully contained in the term 
Heritage. Terroirs are a significant part of Moroccan heritage as they disclose the evolution of society, its lifestyle, its wealth and 
radiance. Terroirs convey the image of Moroccan excellence.

Morocco is home to a significant potential whether in terms of its conducive ecosystem, biodiversity or know-how. These geobiological, 
climatic and human factors make our country the rich and varied showcase for local products, several of which are endemic.

Recognizing this potential, the Ministry of Agriculture and Maritime Fishery has placed the development of local products in the top priority 
objectives of the Green Morocco Plan. These products are a very promising alternative for local, viable and sustainable 
development, particularly in marginal and difficult areas.

In this context, the Ministry of Agriculture and Maritime Fishery has implemented a developmental  and promotional strategy for terroir 
products. Step by step, this gradually confirms the development of an agriculture for the future, an income-generating, inclusive and 
sustainable agriculture.

At the heart of this strategy, words become reality: identifying local products, improving production quality, labeling, 
diversifying and marketing in Morocco and abroad, involving women’s cooperatives, coaching and assisting producers...

This generously illustrated book, highlights the richness, the quality, the excellence and the diversity of local Moroccan products, their 
multiplicity and its link to mankind, terroirs and territories. This brings to light the complexity, the sophistication of the Moroccan inventive 
genius and the true mutual adaptation between the land and those who live on it.

The image of an exceptional country, this book, pays tribute to a cherished value: to men and women of terroirs, true symbols of collective 
symbiosis for a unique development.

Five elements bind words and images: earth, air, water, the History and the People of Morocco into a single one heart, for the harvest of the 
future.

         Rabat, April 2013

Foreword
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 Aya is a young woman who travels within the Moroccan space and takes her curiosity throughout the 
Terroirs of Morocco. 
Aya is in search of local products. During her trip, more a quest than an inquest, Aya discovers men and women of 
Terroirs deeply attached to their territory. She looks with new eyes upon all the initiatives opening up to the future and 
inciting perspectives of development. At the same time, Aya has to reconstitute a necklace the gems of which have 
been scattered. Stones may arise from a colour, from a product of the Terroir. Here Aya collects the gold of honey from 
Er-Rich, there the red ruby of the cherries of Sefrou … After her journey Aya will present “ the necklace of all possible “, 
a precise metaphor to show human wealth and richness of the Terroir of Morocco. All invaluable future in a necklace …

“ My name is Aya. One day, I left in search of meaning and of beauty. They did not discourage me. They said to me “ Each day 
at dawn you will find a colour, from dawn to dawn you will set the colour. The wealth of the land of Morocco will open your 
heart. You will enjoy the salt, the honey, the blessed rain and the dates, the almonds, the cherries, the olive oil, the tree of 
memory, and shared bread. On the sand of the babbling desert and with the friend star. Your skin will learn of the luxurious 
oil of the argan tree. When evening comes, rose water will soothe the darkness. Your dreams will be captive of jars, time for 
a sleep. You will free them during your journey, mixing them with those dreams of men and women you meet. You will leave 
your tiredness on the edge of a road of which you will follow the curves that will draw the branches of the star, the banner 
of the Kingdom. Like a pilgrim, you will discover, you will see beyond appearances amongst the shattering light of a bronze 
sun and the twilight of a collusive moon. The lifestyle which exists there and nowhere else, will wash away your doubts and 
will lift the veil of your uncertainties. Aya, you will go from surprise on to surprise.. From delights to smiles. At the end of 
your nights you will set the precious facets with golden encounters whispered in the valleys of oueds, the verticality of the 
capricious gorges of the Atlas, the wealth of oases, the fertile crossings of caravans in the Sahara, the ochre of lands and  the 
flowery stubbornness of the farmers … You will have your jewel Aya, Morocco always keeps its promises. “

I embarked upon this quest a thirsty soul and from my first steps, the whispers of the women on my road strongly 
resonated with my heart “ O God, let the rain be generous and fertile”.
 
“So began my journey …”
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Who is Aya?

Please Note: see Aya’s Itinerary Map  on page 217

Guide Map
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« Fez the Great soothes my dreams of cha’ari figs »

discover

In quest of the Terroir,   Fez BoulemaneI

 Fez and its roaring red taxis mark my entry into this city of a stunning splendor. The night wraps around me like a silk scarf and I 
choose to have a beneficial rest in a hotel, near a garden. In the morning, the call to prayer awakens all my senses. The city, a true treasure of 
mankind, unfolds its doors. A compelling desire to penetrate the heart of this wide-awake city seizes me. Step by step, in the shadow of the 
palace of His Majesty, I tame this ancient lady, this unique city.
Lost for a moment, I find one of its 14 gates, in this tangle of alleys and stairs! Dressed in green and blue, Bab Boujeloud is an invitation to enjoy 
the Medina! Pastilla, the word is a journey towards Moroccan cuisine, of which Fez is the capital. It is no surprise: honey, olives, cherries, truffles, 
apples and Beni Guil and Timahdite succulent meat, rich products of Terroir to supply local chefs as well as fassi cooks!
A melody penetrates the narrow streets, one which is dear to the heart of “Leo Africanus”. Here I am in Seffarine square where copper, gold and 
silver brighten the days of coppersmiths photographed by tourists. I can feel my heart beat, I see Bab Touil, the courtyard and the three fountains 
of the Qaraouiyne Mosque. Just enough time for a  glance before the door closes. A madrasah wearing zellige, arabesques and calligraphy, marble 
and cedar wood. My words are useless to express the sublimate  beauty of Fez ... Breathless, I rush into a doorway, , I lose my breath. I run up a 
flight of stairs in and endless  climb eventually ending up on a terrace where everything is  carved, and  of a rare elegance. Clouds, iron, silver tray 
on which four different honeys rest in cups, . Bupleurum, thyme, rosemary and jojoba gave their flowers and their perfumes. I bite into a prickly 
pear: spiked surface but soft like a pillow of icing sugar. The sun bows out, I sink into the dream of a night at the caravanserai in the shadow of 
moucharabiehs, asleep there, just under the roof wearing green glazed tiles. Fez the Great soothes my dreams of cha’ari figs and of nomad bees, 
precious bees ... Moroccan and Saharian bees.
The stone of my necklace is agate, green as the gate Boujeloud.
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Terroir Itinerary, Moulay Yacoub

nature

« The black ink of the earth is highlighted 
with green strokes »

 Turning my back on Fez, I leave the history of stones, towers, palaces and other fondouks behind a truck loaded with 
sheepskins. Fez and its tanners return to my memory! At start the road is surrounded by soft green rushes. Through the bends that 
make my route so tortuous I take height and my eyes are fed with breathtaking sights over the Saïs plain bordered by dry hills where 
only capers and their blazing crowns defy the rough nudity of Jbel Zerhoun. Moulay Yacoub suddenly reveals itself in a hollow of a 
fertile land where black ink is highlighted with green strokes. The water from Moulay Yacoub taunts the aridity around. Since 
immemorial times, this spa town has been dedicated to heal rheumatism and other health problems. Precious water that heals and 
soothes, wait for me, I’m on my way!
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« A life that flows, nourishing itself, between 
earth and dream »

 Entering Kamal’s home is opening the door to a 
forgotten happiness. Kamal has decided that his house, as a 
promise in the making, would face the The L’Mta Cooperative, 
this important development tool. “Above all, being really close 
to the cooperative. And cultivate the land. Being where my 
father grew up, where I accompanied him as a child to help him 
in the fields, makes me happy. For teamwork, I’m here, we grind 
olives. Some bring up to two tons of olives! We continuously 
improve the quality of the extracted oil. For example, we have 
totally abandoned storage in the basement ... “
The oil I taste later, nestled in a cup, stirs in me gentle flavours. 
A medium ambered honey from “thistles and caper flowers” 
shows that thorny plants, just like skittish horses, may offer in 
gentle caresses the fuming dress of a gallop in the storm! 
Married to Fatima, Kamal is father of a family. In a doorway, 
a pretty brunette girl lends her ear, her serious face flushed 
from listening to my questions, Mariem is the eldest daughter 
“my children will study and then they will choose their way of 
living, as for me, I went to attend my studies and then I worked 
someplace else. I was a technician. I felt myself weakening away 
from my land. Here there is self-sufficiency on the farm, enough 
to eat and to earn some money! “
The man taught the community, to listen to the golden 
memories of when his father taught him what his grandfather 
had whispered. He learned how to build a collective future, to 
go forward hand in hand with his neighbors and engineers. 
With a smile smile that would overcome any problem, he says: 
“I am happy here”.
Kamal and his family cling to a hillside where olive trees 
are framed by the flaming crowns of caper bushes, before 
joining in smoke scents of honey and clouds of heaven. Who 
said happy people had no history?

OLIVESL’MTA
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«  In L’Mta, some talk about a vanished kasbah …»

OLIVESCAPERSL’MTA

 The Al Alflya Cooperative grinds olives from L’Mta. Whether as oil or dried and salted, these olives, are held in 
great esteem by Fassi families. Some farmers show the olive trees and recall a vanished kasbah, they date the first olive 
grove to the Merinide dynasty...
The L’Mta olive grove is managed organically with no phytosanitary treatment. The flavour of the oil produced is famous!
Approximately 10,000 tons of olives are harvested over an area of 6500 ha. Both as oil and as table olives, the taste of 
L’Mta olives is typical of this organic soil!
Red peppers are harvested in the region as well. Ground and kneaded, they make a hot paste called harissa that can be 
softened down with carrot puree!
Capers hold a key place in the province of Fez, where 16,000 hectares are scattered  with caper bushes. 
A few figures: 13 000 tons for export, i.E 80% of the Moroccan capers!
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Terroir Itinerary, Azzaba

« So comes a desire to bite into 
these mocha rocks  »

Gourmandise

Local Recipe 

 « Pastilla »

Ingredients
1 kg beldi chicken diced

2 tablespoons of Skoura olive oil
2 large Guigou onions

1 tablespoon of coriander, finely chopped
1 tablespoon of parsley finely chopped

1 teaspoon of cinnamon
1 g of Taliouine saffron

750 g of blanched Tafraout almonds
3 tablespoons of Outat El Haj honey

11 sheets of brick
100 g of caster sugar

100 g icing sugar
10 eggs

200 g butter
Salt and pepper

PREPARATION :
In a stew-pot brown sliced onions, chicken, parsley and coriander, with  two 
tablespoons of olive oil, then add 20 cl of water. Let simmer on low heat 
for 45 minutes. Add salt, pepper, and spices. Meanwhile, fry the blanched 
almonds in olive oil, until golden brown.. Grind the almonds in a food 
processor, adding 200g of caster sugar, cinnamon, honey and 100 g of 
butter.
In a third pan, fry the beaten eggs in 100 g of butter with salt.
Grease a round baking tin. Arrange 6 sheets of filo pastry (‘brick leaf’)  
overlapping them. Cover them with a seventh buttered pastry sheet. 
Brush with egg yolk. Add the chicken, cover it with the mixture of 
almonds, and add the eggs. Cover with  the remaining sheets of pastry 
and tuck the edges within the baking dish. Brush with butter.
Bake for 30 minutes. 
Carrefully remove the pastilla from the pan. Decorate with icing sugar and 
cinnamon, and enjoy!

 I venture on, towards Azzaba, 2500 
inhabitants, of whom 900 are farmers! 
No doubt, I’ll find someone who will tell me of 
olives and of this land of Morocco which 
gives when you know how to ask! Black is the 
landscape, sliced with red: the land, like a future 
bride wearing akkar fassi makeup seems ready 
for happiness. White and red houses resting on 
coffee coloured strata await the visitors of the 
day! This road makes me think of Colorado. All is 
fractures, faults, folds. Reptile rocks overfilling 
gorges, cliffs, ledges. Only the hungry eagle swirls 
in the blue sky. So comes a desire to bite into 
these mocha rocks, to roll in the red earth and to 
cover myself with paints of peace. On the other 
side of the hill peacefulness indeed strikes the eye. 
Beautiful feeling of plenitude, olive groves 
draw semi-circles turning the landscape into a 
handmade quilt stitched by men and women of 
this Terroir!

I sleep close to Fez, dreaming of pink muslin and 
black olives. I make up my mind: to my necklace, 
I add the onyx to my necklace. A shiny stone as 
black as the Moroccan night and olives!
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 First, there are her hands. Strong, solid hands. The 
hands of a peasant. The hands of a mother who comforts a child’s 
grief. Her complexion, weathered by the sun and the brown 
streaks of hair, barely concealed by the feminine touch of her 
outfit: a pink muslin scarf. Then come her eyes. Curious eyes, open 
to the outside world. The eyes of a woman who must work out 
in the fields all day and prepare meals at night! Olives, she knows 
them well:  “when I got married I followed my husband to the Sahara. 
When I was expecting my first child, I had a craving for olives, those 
olives from childhood, from my village Azzaba. “ Alkamela came back 
home in 1984. She is now the Treasurer of the Al Salah Cooperative. 
Olives keep her busy most of the time. Under the alcove of her 
home where she welcomes me, she lets me taste her “treasure.” 
I can hardly contain my greed, so delicious are these olives! With 
her hand, she brushes off my questions about the unique taste of 
these fragrant olives “ These olives are natural, organic and with 
no additives. The land here is exceptional, no wonder the olives are 
also! “ At harvest time, Alkamela barely ever sleeps “Every night, I 
prepare the food we eat in the fields the next day, in the shade of a 
tree. “ At the time of gathering, there is no rest, seven members of 
the family who work in the field need to be adequately fed: lentils, 
beans, peas, soup and couscous delight hungry stomachs! Alkamela 
anticipates, her role as a Treasurer for the cooperative is based on 
volunteerism: “I am involved in all aspects of the transactions and, like 
all the volunteers in the cooperative, I am elected.”
The sun yawns, the arbour now no longer protects us from the 
evening coolness. As I leave, I reckon ancestral know-how make 
sense! 

 Olive groves from Azzaba cover an irrigated area of 2000 ha. About 
8000 tons of olives are harvested annually. The system of Agdal (a customary law) is 
implemented and respected by all producers including for the recruitment of guards. 
The decision for the timing of the harvest is taken collectively within the tribe (Jmâa). A 
collective discipline allowing the Azzaba community to diversify its production. The 
industry of table olives, prepared according to  traditional know-how, reflects this 
diversification. In Azzaba the Al Salah cooperative produces:

Green olives with lemon and salt
Black olives with thyme

Green and black olives with harissa
Black olives with mint

Black olives with rosemary.

« Where brunettes do not count
                                                          for nothing ! »

« Collective discipline and success » 

OLIVESOLIVES
AZZABA

organization

OLIVESAZZABA
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Gourmandise

« Space opens up paths to adventure »

Terroir Itinerary, Tafajight

 At the break of dawn, I resume my journey with a desire get lost in order to better find myself.  A name sings in my ears “Kandar” like the mountain range 
I have to cross in search of things past! Beneath the olive trees, a man and his horse plough in slow timeless immortality. Their sweat mingles with the musk of the 
soil’s patchwork ... I stop. In a schoolyard, some kids are singing the national anthem. Morocco is a country whose people are young. I keep silent to better hear the 
singing of the children and that of the land. On my way to the future of this day, awaiting me further down the road. A woman dressed in blue, walking alongside a donkey 
loaded with oranges, completes this picture of splashing reality, as suddenly there is water. A spring, a lake, everything becomes blue and safe. I stare at the 
reflections that compose life. Space opens up paths to adventure. After wandering along, I notice bright orange grains on the roofs of the houses! Later, I am told 
that they are corn cobs drying in the sun. Food stocks, anticipating for winter. The fog will subsume these plateaus, stones are stacked looking a lot like the way  
mountaineers all over the world leave their marks. Snow settles for three months over the village where an old woman proves that beauty scoffs at age. A man 
shows handfuls of almond. Orchards here are dense and sweet apples are kept cool. Near Tafajight, the mountain watches all around.

Local Recipe 

«  Organic olives »  from Azzaba 
For 6 servings

500 grams of split olives from Azzaba
1l water

Salt, cumin, coriander, pepper, garlic
olive oil

Boil the olives for 30 minutes. Drain. In a pan, add 
some olive oil. Add seasoning and drained olives. 
Sauté a few minutes and serve with bread and olive oil.
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« A wellspring suddenly opens the door 
to something possible »« Natural cold rooms for apples in Tafajight » 

APPLESTAFAJIGHTAPPLES Between Sefrou and Outat El Haj

land

 Since the late 80’s, with the support of the Department of Agriculture, farmers from Tafajight have been focusing their 
efforts on breeding apple trees. Delicious, sweet, firm and juicy apples. Acreage for orchards is about 20 ha. Produced apples are 
estimated at 280 tons per year, the area cultivated for apple tree breeding is less than one hectare per farmer, but the entire 
production reaches the market at the same time, during the harvest. Wisely, farmers have developed fruit groves. Produced at 
the top of the Middle Atlas mountains, at an altitude of 1600 m, where cold winters give a good place to snow, apples are stored 
in reserves where they patiently wait to be sold. Natural and organic cold rooms! Thus, the people of Tafajight make the best of 
their harsh environment and can offer apples on the market as early as February!

 After a beneficial night’s rest in a guest house, I start from Sefrou, the ultimate town of cherries. Since 1920, each year in 
June, a festival, now listed by UNESCO as Intangible Cultural Heritage, highlights this first rate production.
Towards Outat El Haj, I travel through a thick oak forest, later left speechless  by the immensity of the High Plateaus. Visually, in the 
distance, El Orjane olive trees taunt the dryness, under the high sun. A wellspring suddenly opens the door to something possible. 
Children’s laughter as they play with water: my heart is no longer  thirsty! Olive groves have  quenched their thirst for thousands of 
years, thanks to a large water supply sheltered in the depht of the earth. On the mountainside the jackal has no other enemy than the 
salt of the days passing by. I wonder what the gold of olives may taste like in these slightly restrained landscapes. The way shy aridity 
sometimes conceals happiness? I look forward to meeting these mountaintop beekeepers!
As cherries are here, I choose a ruby for my necklace!
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« Mountaintop beekeepers» 

HONEYSHIVESBOUYABLANE

 Abdallah is a beekeeper in love with trees and plants. Only from a particular 
area: the biological landmark of Bouyablane. A protection campaign gives high hopes for the 
development of the beekeeping sector in Ribat Al Khayr, Sefrou. Abdallah and his colleagues 
have 250 scattered hives. From May to June, the harvest focuses on oregano honey, loaded 
with sugar, and the taste of which remains on the palate. Slowly but surely, thanks institutional 
and NGO support, a so far unstructured profession is emerging.
....And mountaintop beekeepers!
Haddou’s job is a nice one, “I watch flowers” he says. He’s been a beekeeper for 8 years now. 
With 250 beehives the business is growing.
Objective: 1,400 hives in the next two years! He learned the trade from his friends; he has 
both traditional and very modern hives. Month by month he sells out his schedule as a bumble 
bee would visis flower after flower:

1st month the bees are asleep, the climate is harsh ...
2nd  month, when almond-trees blossom we start moving hives

3rd and 4th  month, from mid-month we start looking for rosemary in the mountains, if it’s not 
there, we re-route about 140 kms for clementine blossoms

5th to 7th month we return to Outat El Haj for jujube blossoms
8th and 9th month we travel in search of the bupleurum

10th month  rosemary again.

“Beekeepers’ transhumance is a collective decission, and as you’ve already understood,  we 
produce several types of honey! “
In addition to jujube, rosemary and thyme honey, the Fez Boulemane region produces, the 
rare Bupleurum (Zandaz) honey, a local terroir product with great potential for development!
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«  Missour, when you love you must leave » 
« Olive farmers on the High Plateaus… » 

OLIVEOUTAT EL HAJOLIVE TREES
Terroir Itinerary, Missour

 Olive trees are hundreds of years old, as old as the pressing unit in El Orjane.
Here, the wind whispers to us that nomads pitched their tents with olive branches thus inventing the first olive groves. A 
legend ...
The majority of the population living in the municipality of Fritissa township works for the cooperative. The members of 
members has increased nine fold over 8 years! The pressing period lasts 90 days and semi-modern units were installed in 
the Outat El Haj Circle ito encourage the self-employment of young-graduates without regular income.
I ask the young farmers I meet the same question: what are the qualities of the oil you produce?
“Mine provides traceability” says Jamal. “My olive oil is natural and free of additives” adds Mohamed while Aziz explains 
“I cannot convince you orally that my oil is excellent, I want to show you how I work and you will understand why it tastes the 
way it does.” Hayeddin concludes “It is essential to taste to find out! “.

 A journey is a journey. Mine is an arabesque along the roads. 
I move along, I look around and come back a bit. These few lines by René 
Char encourage me to leave the legends and smiles of Outat El Haj behind.
“When you love you must leave” says the poet!
With such a fertile land in many respects, there are  further exciting 
surprises to come. Camels wander down a path, the soil sprinkled with 
lime green fading into the colour of saffron.
Missour turnips* do not tell the failure of eponymous films but 
rather the scenario of fuctional food. Missour turnip is valued for its 
benefits in treating heart problems! The landscapes take on a lunar 
appearance in accordance with my lunatic mood!

* In French “a bad movie”
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In quest of the Terroir, Meknes Tafilalet II

« The earth is brown, reddish also, striped with green »

 The earth is brown, reddish also, striped with green. A scarecrow fails to scare me! Fig tree leaves fall like a weary donkey’s ears! The more 
my path unrolls, the darker, browner and thicker, the soil becomes. A few pink houses eat away the darkness. Nestled between yesterday’s wheat and 
tomorrow’s plentiness . A ray of light across the horizon: the Middle Atlas looks like it wants to cut off my line of travel! A beneficial and blessed rain, 
carves out shapes in the olive groves, , weighing over the purring hills round their back. And purr ... Zerhoune, Agouraï, Er-Rich and Sidi Hamza sound 
tempting. But first, I’m going to the Midelt festivities, where autumn apples roll! A weird name tinkles to my ears, Midelt, the lid, reminding that the 
village was protected by ramparts and a gate! Further down south I‘ll find crenellated ramparts. Stacked stones, beautiful and pink. I decide to go in 
search of Timahdite lambs whose breeding plays a major role in the agricultural economy of the area. I wonder abount the etymology of the word 
Timahdite: the root is the verb IHDA: to watch. Finding meaning behind the meaning. Are shepherds not responsible for watching over their flock? A 
road sign points to “Imilchil.” I give in and crunch the apple with no further thought than the narrowness of the path to Imilchil, the scent of cedars 
and the wonderful amphitheater shaped by the Jaffar cirque where trees and nomads survive, hanging onto their cliffs! For now, apple in mouth and 
memories in mind, I’m on my way to find the Timahdite lambs and no wolf...

growth
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« The mysterious story of the anise of Agouraï , 
whispered to my ears »

« Ahmed searches his memory about capers …»

ANISECAPERS AGOURAIZERHOUNE ANISECAPERS

transmit

 The Zerhoune is behind me now, a parenthesis closed, I travel back to Agouraï where the sun 
has the better over clouds! Wheat blends with the great plains of Ait Bourzouine Ikadarne: its grains will 
look after empty bellies and its straw will be welcome. There is little evidence  of the last harvest. And this 
man ploughing in the buzzing silence of this cradle, his home country. His footsteps following his mule’s, 
ploughing  the nurturing furrow, putting an end to hunger. 
Agouraï aniseed tempts me. 
Could it be a new gem stone for this jewel I am in search of: the secret malachite?

I enter the door into the cooperative; a dozen producers are waiting for me. They want to tell me 
about the future, but their words bring me back to past centuries ... It’s a scent of secrets, of sweet 
and savoury truths around the origin of aniseed in the Agourai circle. A very well-known and historical  
origin to some, presented as a legend by others. Ah! Let’s start by crunching this singsong seed called 
“Pimpinella anisum, Habt Hlaoua” whose flavour lingers on. “We sprinkle anise on the cakes we offer 
to a woman who has just given birth, “ says a producer ” yes, but anise has not been cultivated for a 
long time, “ says another member of the cooperative, ” No! Anise grew in the Agouraï Kasbah gardens! 
The nomads planted it and then the Jews cultivated and consumed it” an elder man man decides on 
the matter. Obviously, there is no historical evidence but a transmission which today is real “when my 
3 year old daughter helps me in the anise patch she can tell the good seed from the weeds” explains a 
enthusiastic young producer. Anise acreage is estimated at 900 hectares, with an output of 6-8 quintal 
per hectare. Currently, producers have technical management skills; development, distribution and 
organization of this sector are yet to come.

 “When I was 6 or 7 years old, I used to collect capers! It’s been over sixty years now! It was a prickly job,, but that was 
the way my family earned a living. We collected them in metal buckets then spread out our crop in a cool spot place. Then we had to 
sort capers, the smaller the capers, the more expensive they could be sold. The Jews in our neighborhood in Fez were the ones who 
made preserves. We used to sell them our crop and they would set aside some of the preserved capers for us. We used them in salads 
or ate them like vegetables in tagines!  My mother would tell us they were excellent against intestinal pains ... But later, I heard that 
capers were uh ... how can I put this ... uh ... well... aphrodisiac! “
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 “Come in, sit down I’ll make some tea. I have nothing to hide” 
says Mouna for a welcome. Behind the curtain drop, a door to her tent, 
there is a long love between this tall woman with a gaze that shows the 
fatigue from long days of work and the land where she was born 40 years 
ago.
Mouna is Ismail’s wife, a semi-nomadic shepherd who herds Timahdite 
lambs. Early in her life she was a little girl who loved nature and school. 
Her destiny was to work on a farm. But Mouna does not see it this way. 
Indeed, she works, but in places where labour is more scarce. 
A seasonal worker? Yes, until she meets Ismail. Mouna enters the 
borderless world of nomad herders. Two children and ten years later, 
it’s naturally that she says she feels at home here in the forest. “I get up 
around 5 am, I prepare tea, bread and butter for my husband who leaves 
with 60 lambs. Then I prepare breakfast for our children. Then, there’s the 
oven to heat and the bread to bake! If I don’t have to do the laundry, I go to 
collect firewood in the forest. I pick a plant that is sold in the souk, it helps 
to sleep. If I find a little time for myself, I weave lambswool. We are entitled 
to half the wool from the lambs herd, 3 lambs out of every 10 we keep, this 
is how we get paid. “
The day is dying over the campsite. Lahcen, her son, goes to the water 
source with his donkey; Mouna pours the tea I haven’t finished yet back 
into her teapot. Water is precious: It will take Lahcen an hour to bring 
back 25 liters...

« A break away from everything: Mouna, 
a nomad shepherd’s wife »

 As an essential component of the 
agricultural economy in the Middle Atlas, lambs are
doing well! Among them one breed stands out thanks 
to its adaptation to the environment and harsh 
weather conditions. Cold is so present in some areas!
The name Timahdite refers to the town that 
lies at the heart of the Middle Atlas, where this 
breed of sheep was gradually selected: Tadla, 
Zayane and probably Beni Guil sheep from the Eastern 
area, may have contributed to the selection of the 
Timahdite breed. With close to 2 million heads, Timahdite 
represents more than 11% of the Moroccan sheep 
population. This sheep feeds on farms’ forage resources 
and provides meat, skins and wool ... 
The taste of the meat depends on the ecosystems 
in which the sheep has fed. According to the ANOC, 
(National Association of Sheep and Goat Stockbreeders) 
the institution supervising farmers to ensure a product 
of excellence, there are 3 ecosystems : large pastoral 
routes like as in Boumia, forests of cedar and holm oak 
forests as in Ifrane and finally the cereal producing  areas 
of Aglmous and El Hajeb. Consumers are not mislead, and 
buy these sheep all the way from Agadir or Marrakesh for 
feasts or large ceremonies.

support

LAMBSTIMAHDITELAMBSTIMAHDITE
LAMBS
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« Rosemary essential oil, 
      audacity, more audacity, 
         always audacity! »

ROSEMARYMAP
ER-RICH

 On the track that leads me to Sidi Hamza, a few tents, sheep and camels. The black colour is dominant! Altitude 
is nearly 1800 meters and I think of the tundra. Here I am on the Western High Atlas, covered with rosemary. It is indeed this 
medicinal and aromatic plant that drives me all the way to a small village located at the bottom of a valley. I descend straight 
towards the green crops mingling with yellow roofs, on which the song of corn plays its notes. where singing corn is spreading 
his notes.
With the goal of developing rural mountain areas while protecting plant resources, a medicinal and aromatic plant harvesting 
project has been implemented in the And Zaouite douar. A modern unit for processing rosemary had been established in the 
village, and its management assigned to women. An agreement binds the women’s cooperative with the National Institute of 
Aromatic Plants. The first liter of rosemary essential oil have already been produced!
Known for its medicinal properties against joint pain, the rosemary oil extracted after the harvest is promising.
Anticipation, audacity and adaptation are indeed the words to describe tthe Green Morocco Plan approach.
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 Hourya is president of the And Cooperative, 
where rosemary essential oil is produced “here women are 
trying to be financially independent. To this end, they agree to 
be trained “ Hourya proudly shows the extractor boiler. The 
air is hazy, friendly. Women load the  stove with in dry wood.
Everything is brand new here! In one corner, bags filled with 
rosemary are waiting to be burnt. “Before, in the village, we 
used rosemary as fuel for bread oven heating, and also for 
our infusions. That was know-how. Today we have learned to 
extract rosemary oil and we will pass on this technique to our 
daughters! “ Before our eyes, a thick layer of Rosmanirus 
officinalis is laid in the tank. A click on the electric hoist, the  
winch snaps shut, and these medicinal and aromatic plants 
are locked in, ready to receive the steam produced by the 
boiler. Women wait in harmony and in a forest fragrance, for 
the precious oil to give meaning to their lives. In favour  of 
a collective  solidarity economy, tomorrow maybe gender-
mixed,  because  for  the  moment  “we  are  between 
ourselves” says Hourya adding ” but if the men are ready, 
then we will work together.”

« When Aya meets Hourya »
ROSEMARYER-RICH
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« A very effective remedy 
for humanism! »

« It takes mountains 
and patience 

to make flowers ready  »

HONEYHONEY
ER-RICH ER-RICH

 Bees know it well: it takes mountains and patience to make flowers 
ready for them to feed on. Er-Rich and its surrounding heights, in addition to 
the Meknes Tafilalet region combine a peak of expertise reaching nearly 10,000 
hives!
Rosemary, thyme, jujube, oregano, mint, the varieties of honey they produce 
are in keeping with this range of flavours !
Er-Rich has officially ... 3990 bee-hives. Honey production is organized around 
two types of beekeepers, some enthusiasts amateurs with low yield hives, 
and others who are fully experienced in the field and in the management of 
beehives. Emergent awareness leads bee-keepers to present a careful 
packaging of the harvested products in order to increase sales of more 
expensive honey. In terms of taste, rosemary honey remains slightly acid with 
a tang of ... rosemary, thyme gives this dark honey a “wild” taste in the mouth! 
Here is the gold for my necklace!

 They welcome us into their premises , after dark. All the 
members of the Assafar Cooperative are there. Enthusiasm reflects on 
the savor of the 14 different honeys they produce.
We are one, they say, adding that they create human swarms like their 
bees do! A class was opened; diplomas reward students attendance
from 10 to 34 years old! A promising pedagogy of human being 
taught by enthusiasts.
Yes, Er-Rich honey is an open door to the future ...

(Extract from the welcome speech)
“Our cooperative was established in March 2009 to meet a need for 
bee-keeping development in the region... / ... An association existed 
since 1999, the ten year experience provided encouraging results ... 
/ ... Our objectives are: developing a sense of solidarity and mutual 
assistance among the inhabitants in the region. Participating in 
human development activities by improving the economic situation of
cooperative members, creating seasonal jobs - hive keepers - and 
permanent jobs - product sales and equipment preparation. 
Encouraging self-employment among young people, combating 
unemployment and poverty by providing lucrative activities
generating a stable and permanent income to families. Teaching
modern bee-keeping techniques, encouraging the production of organic 
honey, contributing to the preservation of the Saharian bumble bee... / ... 
But after all, working with bees is to go out into Nature, mountains and 
landscapes. Traveling and meeting other people with different ways of 
thinking. To earn a living and not to idly waste one’s life... / ... “
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 Mouloud doesn’t talk much. It’s a matter 
of habit. His hat falls towards his eyes, women from the 
cooperative chatter around him. They exchange in 
Arabic and Amazigh from the Atlas, quite guttural and 
distinctive. Harmony reigns, Mouloud talks about how 
he established a win-win relationship with the 
cooperative, “I sell them wheat, they turn it into couscous. 
I sow the seeds and I harvest by hand! My wheat makes 
the best flour ever! “
Mouloud, who confides that peasant know-how was 
passed down to him by his father, prefers natural 
fertilizers provided by his cows. He ploughs his land in 
November, he harvests wheat in June. “I have never 
thought about doing anything else but farming ...” His 
words are counted as they carry the weight of the seed 
that turns into food. And when I ask Mouloud why he 
has bought this cute three-coloured hat, he answers, on 
the fly, like the sower of life he is “gold for the wheat, 
white for the clouds, blue for the sky! “ Outside the rain 
has fallen into splattered puddles, the sky is washed, 
the clouds roll away ...

« The colours of my hat are for the sky, 
the clouds and the fields of wheat!  »

HARD WHEAT UPPER-ZIZ
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« Breathe the perfume of my rain-soaked land!  »

COUSCOUSUPPER-ZIZWHEAT

taste

Gourmandise

PREPARATION
Soak chickpeas overnight.
Pour the oil into the bottom of the couscous pot (Moroccan steamer). 
Cook uncovered, peeled and chopped onions, chickpeas, chopped 
tomatoes, cabbage, crushed garlic and the chicken, over medium to 
medium-high heat, stirring occasionally, for about 15 minutes. Add 2 
liters of water, salt, pepper and saffron. Cover and let simmer for 30 
min. Pour the couscous in a large dish (gasaa), cover it with 50 cl of cold 
salted water, mix and put aside for 30 minutes, stirring occasionally. 
Add chunked carrots, turnips and parsley in the steamer. Cook for 20 
min. Add eggplants in cubes, cook for 10 min. Add potatoes in cubes, 
pumpkin, zucchini, raisins, and ginger for 20 min. Finally, add coriander 
and parsley, and cook another 10 min. 
While the vegetables cook, mix the couscous with 2 tablespoons of oil 
and sprinkle it with hot water. Allow it to absorb the water then place 
it in the upper part of the steamer over the simmering vegetables 
until the steam rises through the grains. After about 15 minutes, pour 
it back into a dish.
Sprinkle a cup of cold water over the couscous, work it with your hand 
to facilitate spreading the oil, while pouring a bit more water, leave 
aside  for 10 min. Return it to the steamer, cook for 10 minutes, and 
repeat the steps above. Steam again for 10 more minutes, or until the 
couscous is done. It’s important to break up the lumps after every 
steaming to avoid clumpy couscous. Remove from the pot and mix 
with some butter. Arrange the couscous, top with vegetables and 
chicken and ladle some of the broth over the dish.  Serve immediately 
with extra bowls of broth on the side, for those who like moister cous-
cous..
Couscous is an exquisite pearl!

 They are sitting on the floor. The atmosphere is blueish, theis hands roll and sift preparing the famous couscous grain is a 
“women’s affair”. The 37 members of the High Ziz Cooperative produce over one ton of couscous and M’ hamsa, with the wheat 
whose qualities are due to the environment - climate, altitude, soil type and water - and its variety also. The skill with which, in their 
hands, flour becomes small grains goes hand in hand with the skill of managing the cooperative which progressively  provides its 
members with access to financial autonomy. The task is time-consuming: 50 kg of couscous take six women 8 hours to prepare! 
But recognition is on the way, old fashioned hand rolled couscous from the Upper Ziz, is known in Italy and France ! When I ask 
what makes the difference between their’s and  other couscous, in a single voice the women reply “its quality, it comes from the 
climate, the earth and our ancestral skill! “
Judging by the smell of a couscous dish cooked in the kitchen, these women are right! They do not hesitate to resort to their own 
means and work in each other’s homes until such time as  their cooperative has  its own  location.

Bronze and wheat for my necklace.

Local Recipe
« Couscous from Upper-Ziz »

Ingredients :
For 6 servings

1 kg of couscous from the Upper- Ziz
8 carrots, 8 turnips, 2 tomatoes, 2 eggplants

½ cabbage, 8 zucchini, 4 potatoes
3 onions, ½ head of garlic, 400 g of pumpkin

250 g chickpeas (soaked overnight), 125 g of raisins
½ bunch of parsley

½ bunch fresh coriander.
2 green peppers, 1 pinch of Taliouine saffron

1 teaspoon of ginger
6 pieces of free range chicken (thighs, wings)

20 cl of olive oil, 75 g of butter
salt and pepper
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« The desert opens its jaws, 
  Erfoud the gazelle escapes out  »

Terroir Itinerary, Erfoud

 I slept on a bed of dreams. Over my head, streaked dented rocks, ravaged by the 
furious oued. The Ziz river, with its serpentine waters, imposes its sinuous strength. The 
harshness to these landscapes, hedged in by this fertile ribbon gives a guttural tone to my 
journey. From the elbow formed by the Ziz in Er-Rich to the bend which opens sight on the 
Hassan Dakhil dam, there is more than a step and a ledge! A legionary - unknown soldier - may 
have given his name to the Zaaben tunnel that swallows my route. Dawn is breaking, the
mist is clearing up, pierced by blueish smoke and purple lights. The passage to Errachidia, 
melds the colours of nature in the most perfect way! Brown rocks, an emerald green lake, 
rock walls of radiant red splash the landscape! In Errachidia the rustling of History tells of 
the city’s three-names: Imtaghren, Ksar Souk, then became Er Rachydiya in honor of King 
Hassan II’s youngest son, Prince Moulay Rachid. After a glass of tea I leave the “ Sun Café “ 
that raises this enigma: what has the sun done? The aridity answers. Nothing is definitive. 
Dawn, the source, the ain, are always in sight. The desert opens its jaws, Erfoud the gazelle  
escapes out and leaps towards the moving sands of the Chebbi erg. Unless Erfoud can be 
translated by ”temporary settlement “. Dates, celebrated here annually in October, offer 
me their golden sweetness as I imagine myself a nomad or filalia. I set off through the 
tamarisks towards this well-known palm grove. I am as those who embark on the sea. The 
road wanders, in search of salutary shade, amongst the dry hill slopes, the small flowery 
islands in the middle of the oued, where trees grow unkempt. The landscaped design 
reminds me of the highly sacred fruit of the date palmtree. My eyes are dry from having 
embraced the desert; I wait for the juice, the nectar, the oval. I am as those who embark on 
the sea. My ship will soon dock on the waves of the fair dunes of Merzouga. A soft pink chant 
refreshes the sky: Sijilmassa, the lost city. At the heart of its maze of alleys, sheltered by thick 
walls, the traveler collected gold dust, ebony, ivory and a one-way fare to Sudan or Egypt. 
I’m dreaming. This was a long time ago. Back in the days of trails and caravans. Did lions 
come to drink the water of Sijilmassa? 
Azure lashed palaces, palm groves tormented by an impertinent wind, under a sky of 
turquoise blue like the stone I add to my necklace. 
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 A round, chubby yet proud silhouette crosses my path. Short curly hair gives 
this man, whose skin is inspired by Africa’s shadows, an exoticism that makes me wonder.
Where is he from? Where is he going? What does he want? Let’s call him Maammri, he is a 
businessman and shows clean hands. He has pulled his claws, however useful in town, 
where people from the Southern ksars were stigmatized for a long time. A futile story of 
olive oil for breakfast!
Maammri, an intellectual who often ponders out loud, went up to Rabat like many others, 
has forgotten nothing from his peasant’s memory. Some laugh at him when he tells his old 
story of ksars, so what! Let them! One day he will show that the strength of a tribe cannot 
be negated by a simple decision. Indeed, walls will fall, he will build them up. Curious about 
everything, the man is a bizarre character! He embodies a block of certainties.
The flaw bears a name: Ait Maammar Jdid, the place where I meet him. A complicit dust 
covers every being, every thing and every memory. Here a shaky old beam, there a chip 
of gray cement. The man he has become comes forward. Each step brings him back to his 
childhood, a trip through time. Maammri is intimidated. Stepping through the first door is 
now easy, with yesterdays coming back in full force. Smells of dry hay “It must have been 
alfalfa hay? “ He asks, just to reassure himself, and shows me the sheepfold. Images of jars 
filled with the wealth that so long ago made the life of the people of oases. Dates, butter, 
grain. Berber jars were buried to  retain essentials. The same applies to Maamri’s past and 
future.
Back to nurturing Mother Earth. “There are only ruins left! “ Re- building with words. Ruins. 
Witnesses of a time when tribes were split up, ripped apart. The matrix bubble 
had been overflowing with knowledge, built on strong will tested through  long marches. 
Tolerant wisdom. The Ksar is the evidence, an offering to wanderers from Black Africa! Avoid 
matches which however produce such beautiful children! Back to Maammri. The young boy 
emerges completely. Still standing – and even more, speaking out in the middle of the quiet 
hubbub of the alleys. Repairs the rupture since the lock is broken. Doors were stolen! A few 
steps forward, guided by the rustle of silken blue pigeons. Water flows and runs along a ray 
of sun. Soon, it will come back. Maammri knows this intimately, in his cradle  home country.
Let things left unsaid do their deeds, let the ignorant laugh. Maammri quenches his roots’ 
thirst. One last look “ These are our palmtrees here.” Pride is sweet and words remain open. 
“There were treasures here.” Maammri has understood that the greatest treasure is that of 
an irrigated memory, each inhabitant of an oasis bears the richness of that memory!

« Portrait of a grown up little boy!  »

 « Us… »

LAMBSD’MAN
EWES

solidarity

 Malika has been a widow for five years now, she is raising seven children alone. Intimidated by my questions, 
Malika stammers “I have a widow’s pension, but it is not enough. With the two ewes I received from the Namaa Cooperative I’m 
doing well! “ Around the table, two black eyes don’t miss a word. The look is deep, rough but not brutal. The voice that goes with 
it is direct “I was born in Rissani, as a child I went to school and at the age of sixteen I was married. Without these ewes, it would 
be very difficult for me to support my children. My daughters are taught embroidery and sewing here, “confirms another member.
”This land is good and beautiful, but you know we are both generous and modest at the same time. I never want to leave this place, 
even though there are some difficulties, there is also tenderness!“ I turn to Saïda, volunteer president of the cooperative which 
counts 9 members. The principle is simple: women receive two ewes with lamb, usually of the D’man breed, and they increase 
their herd. They can sell lambs or choose to keep them. Saida think literacy is also important. This young woman teaches children 
and breeders three days a week. I asked her to share with me the spirit of the cooperative in a nut shell, her answer leaves me 
speechless: “I don’t need a whole sentence to say that. The cooperative allows women to get together and to improve their living 
conditions. One word will be enough: US. That’s it, here, it’s US.. “
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 «  Time-forgetting dates »

DATESTAFILALET TAFILALETDATES

 « At Aoufous, dates like future brides 
wait to be proposed!  »

typical

 Placed on wooden frames covered with 
white tulle, dates from the Alwaha cooperative 
are coveted. Before yielding to the consumers’s 
incorrigible appetite, they will be processed and 
packaged. Fatima, the secretary of the aptly named 
Cooperative - “Alwaha” meaning “the oasis”- finds no 
difficulty in convincing us of the effectiveness of the 
trainings to improve processing of dates. She simply lets 
us spread date jam over a  slice of bread, or a mixture 
of almonds, dates and sesame seeds, to open our taste 
buds. I stuff myself in tasty delight, between shade and 
sunshine. Everything is available here for a gourmand 
adventurer... The jars on which I read “Wahati” contain 
the mysteries of the desert. And they are worth waiting 
for!The amber of dates is the fruit I reap  for my necklace!

DATESDATES

 Majhoul dates from Tafilalet are labeled “Protected Geographical Indication” under the name “Dattes Majhoul de 
Tafilalet”. Semi-soft, light brown in the upper part, they can reach up to 6.5 centimeters long, 4 centimeters wide and 30 grams 
each!
The geographical area covering these PGI dates includes 30 townships spread over the two provinces of Errachidia and Tinghir. 
With assets estimated at nearly 2 millions palm trees, the date production from Tafilalet brings the Moroccan market nearly 26% 
of the national production! The varieties harvested are the following: Majhoul, Boufeggous labelled PGI since 2012 under the 
name “Dattes Boufeggous”, Bouslikhen, Khalt. The Majhoul variety accounts for only 1% of the production. Outside the newly 
planted Majhoul palm groves, date palmtrees require no specific care. A particular effort is focused on developing post-harvest 
treatment, promotion and processing.
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« For a good harvest, you need rain »

 Taoufiq is a happy president!
The rain fallen over the past hours brings the 
promises of a bountiful harvest. Taoufiq likes 
his trade of date farmer “don’t ask me to part 
from them. Palmtrees and their dates have 
been my companions since I was a child. I grew 
up with them and I couldn’t consider any other 
trade than my father’s, this trade is mine. “
Taoufiq studied and then tried to “divorce”
dates by becoming an installer of 
telecommunications relays. The call from the 
palmtrees rang louder! In his processing unit, 
dates are sorted, calibrated and safely stored 
inside boxes that will make their way to 
Erfoud or Casablanca markets. “I could 
sell in bulk, but if I did, I would then lose the 
feeling of working for myself! “he says. 
Taoufiq’s beautiful and sweet dates are 
reknowned amongst consumers. And 
when you see Taoufiq’s little two year old 
daughter walking across the palm grove, all 
doubt vanishes: life prevails!

 Now the door is open, over there. I cross the street among zigzagging 
bicycles and off-road vehicles on track for desert adventures. I have an appointment 
with a melody in a basement! I leave daylight and step down into the darkness. At 
least I think I do! Up and down the stairs, a continuous ballet of men and women 
carrying cloth covered baskets.  What do they hide? The fragrance arising from the 
dephts of this place is that of burnt wood and golden-brown bread! Finally, my eyes 
meet those of the man at the oven: he is the one who bakes the precious dough. It 
is also his privilege to cook Medfouna to its delicious perfection. Sweat rolls down 
his forehead; the furnace is hungry for wood. Men of bread! Medfouna shall be!

Local Recipe « Medfouna » 
For 4 servings

1 kilo of flour + 1 pinch of yeast + 1 pinch of salt + water
Knead to form a dough.

Garnishing
500 grams of veal fillet cut into small pieces

50 grams fat chopped 
1 large onion chopped 

Coriander and parsley finely chopped
salt, pepper, ginger

2 tablespoons of cumin
A few drops of olive oil

Mix meat, fat, onion and seasoning.

Divide the dough into two balls, then roll into two flat disks.
Add the garnish onto  one disk of dough, then cover with the second disk of dough. 
Flatten and seal the edges with water.
Bake 30 minutes in the bread oven.

« Like a perfume of Orient » 

GourmandiseDATESTAFILALET
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OKRAOKRA FILALIA

 « I am told that okra whets the appetite!  »

roots

DATESPALMTREESERFOUD

 « With the complicity of the sky »

 I had set a date for dates, yet okra settles 
in with the sound of the instruments played during 
the festivities, in the village I am passing through! 
Essentially cultivated in Jorf, Alnif, Rissani and Erfoud, 
this ancient vegetable consumed in Egypt since 
the times of the Pharaohs is said to have arrived in 
Morocco in the heavy loads carryed by caravan people 
coming from Black Africa. I meet “ Abelmoschus 
esculentus “ in the small garden of a family close to 
Rissani. Every member of this clans participates in 
this family culture, picked before sunrise. I am told 
that okra whets the appetite!  Seeing it, I am afraid 
that it might be hot pepper. I am reassured when I 
taste this vegetable-fruit whose flavour reminds of 
eggplant. My gemstone shall be the amethyst.. Its 
surname alone opens a horizon of flavours: mallow, 
hibiscus and cotton are okra’s cousins!
Stunned by the heat of the day and of the oven, 
I wait for the evening coolness to put my soul to 
rest. It draws near and grows bold. I really think that 
Medfouna has bewitched me, I have grappled a few … 
Everything is enjoyment here, even the crystalline 
song of the water in the old fountain, topped with a 
magnificent and magic skillfully sculptured wooden 
crown. The fountain rings its song in the center of a 
square courtyard, reminding that we should never let 
anybody go thirsty. Tonight I sleep at peace in a ksar, 
somewhere between happiness and the sky.

 There are six of them, facing the conveyor belt 
on which  the dates pass by. Quickly but carefully they 
sort and calibrate. They are seasonal workers, dedicating 
their working days to the symbolic fruit so ubiquitous in 
the life of believers. 
At weddings or upon return from the pilgrimage, served 
with milk, dates hold a key place during that precious 
moment when rings are exchanged.
In Erfoud, as everywhere in Morocco, dates are 
essential. For Abdellah, a seasonal worker, the dates he 
sorts are the result of hard work over several months 
with the sky’s complicity. After harvesting, sorting and 
packing, he looks after the palmtrees for his employer. 
I ask him if he would like to have his own production 
unit and his face brightens up, illuminated by the light of 
hope, “Yes! Of course yes! I already have the land and one 
day I will own my own palmtrees and dates! “
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« Almond and pomegranate trees interlace with
hundred-year-old argan trees »

III In quest of the Terroir, Souss Massa Drâa

 A flowery smell greets me! Earlier, I crossed the village where bellows 
breathe! In Kelâat M’ gouna, roses show off. There is nobody when I arrive in the 
town. Everywhere phrases such as” Rose products “, “ Rose distillation “, “ Real 
rose water “ … Before flirting away with the rare fragrances of roses, I glance at the 
kasbahs …
The fortified adobe built Kelâat M’ gouna Kasbah raises its memories on a spur, a peak 
like a peninsula facing a sea of rocks! At the center of an important exchange network, 
archer slits, narrow windows whose steel grids protected view as much they were to 
protect life! I imagine myself as the lady of a castle distilling orders and perfumes … 
Amber, musk, saffron, patchouli and distant vanilla, my dreamed preference drives 
my steps to the rose gardens to which I pay reverence … Then I resume my tour. 
The legends from a thousand kasbahs resonate. As dotted lines along the Dadès and 
Hajaj oueds, nature’s flowers inchant stones and adobe. Almond and pomegranate 
trees interlace with hundred-year-old argan trees. Here people do not simply live with 
the memory of whitewashed square towers decorated with geometrical motives. 
These symbols have true meaning for men and women of Morocco who, if they 
cultivate memory, will be on the side of  life and the future …

authenticity
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« So speaks the legend of Dades  »

future

Curiosity : Dades gorges

 Following the sun  at a slow and outdated pace, 
following the sun, my legs carry me all the way to legends. 
The mountain, the Atlas, is behind me. Over my head, a vast 
steep and dense landscape stands; from the birds’ flight 
skimming over the peaks to this clump of rosemary fed by 
the wind, clinging to a limestone rockface, like a conqueror. 
Human beings, crowding together, are said  to have been 
petrified for having committed a sacrilege … 
So speaks the legend of Dades …
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« My most beautiful memories are in the fields! » ROSESROSEBUSHES
KELAAT M’GOUNA

 Rqia welcomes me with rose flavoured tea. Sweet-soft
atmosphere, like the pleasant tagine dish we share. Rqia is the 
president of the Soffi Cooperative. Her clothes are already singing 
an ode to the rose: a long pink dress decorated with small white 
flowers and a matching scarf. “I like pink, the perfume of the roses 
in the fields at dawn and at sunset; I like the sweetness of rose cream! 
And I like the music of the Koran!” When she was a child, Rqia used to 
pick roses to be sold in Marrakesh. Since the establishment  of  the 
cooperative, rosebush  plantations are increasing and the processing - 
extraction, cosmetic by-products - allows a better life. 
“Picking is assigned to women. Men don’t want it! We pick from dawn 
untill noon, and it feels good to be surrounded with the smell of roses, 
but I assure you that the work is hard. “ To counter the imitations which 
never fail to appear once a product reaches worldwide fame, the 
Soffi Cooperative has set up a traceability which gives its products a 
strong identity. So when a bride somewhere in Morocco, uses rose 
powder from Soffi to beautify her body, she is confident in the quality of 
the product. Magic of scents and sensuality of touch; long live the rose! 
As for me, I’ve decided, I choose the pink tourmaline for my necklace! 

 Roses from Kelaat M’ gouna - Dades 
are labeled Protected Designation of Origin 
under the name “Rose de Kelâat M’Gouna-Dadès”. 
The flowers are pink. The geographical area of 
this PDO is concentrated on the territory of 6 rural
districts of the Dades-M’gouna hydrological basin: 
Kelâat, Ait Sedrate Shel Gharbia, Ait Sedrate Shel 
Charkia, Ait Ouassif, Souk Lekhmis and Ighil 
N’oumgoun. 
Coming from far away, probably native of Damascus, 
hence its name “Rosa damascena”, the rose cultivated 
in the valley of M’ Goun is a variety from past times. 
Already existing on our planet 35 millions years ago, 
this rose is said to have been transported from Mecca 
all the way to the South of Morocco. Lovers of the 
local climate and soil, the rosebushes were grown as 
hedges delimiting agricultural plots of land irrigated 
by the traditional seguias, their blossoms exhale a 
powerful and flowery peppery scent! In May, after the 
difficult picking when sharp thorns scratch arms and 
hands, a festival is organized in Kelaat M’ Gouna. For 
the sense, the essence and the essentials of a flower 
known throughout the entire Kingdom and the rest of 
the World! 
For 1 liter of essential rose oil, 5 tons of rose petals 
are required. Rose water is less greedy: one kilo of 
petals is enough to extract 1 liter.

«Do not complain because the rose has thorns, be 
pleased that thorns have roses.»

« My friend the rose...
from the valley of M’ Goun »

ROSESKELAAT M’GOUNA
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OLIVESOILSKOURA

« You must give a little 
something of yourself 

to receive a lot!  »

 Created in 1971 in Skoura the Al’ Hassania Cooperative 
gets a face-lift. Mohamed welcomes us amidst new formula tanks 
wrapped up like as many gifts. 
“The Green Morocco Plan drove us to improve our unit, both in 
relational and material terms! We are aware of the obligation for 
coherence. « Mohamed is one of the 216 producers who are 
members of the cooperative. A blueish beard and cheerful eyes, 
he tells me with pleasure the work of olives  “here we irrigate once 
every two weeks during winter, more often in summer. My father 
started this and I followed in his tracks. Ever since I was born I have 
lived among olive trees. Here olive trees grow and produce with no 
fertilizer or chemicals. My first memories as a farmer are related to 
my work: You must give a little something of yourself to receive a lot!! 
The olive tree is a generous tree. “ 
Each member of the cooperative brings in his harvest of olives, 
after grinding, a certain quantity is set aside for the cooperative. 
The oil is thick, heavy and golden, like a precious bracelet around 
my tongue. “Three months after the extraction the oil is green, 
later it turns to gold as it has captured a bit of sunshine “ concludes 
Mohamed wearing a smile large enough to remove any doubts!
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« I move along Taliouine my head filled 
with the most beautiful jewels ! »

Terroir Itinerary, Taliouine SAFFRONTALIOUINE
SAFFRON

« Saffron dreams  » 

 Six o’clock in the evening. I finally continue 
on my way to Ouarzazate, oases scattered  like as  many 
happy surprises. Ouarzazate, where  sleep catches up 
with me;  in a tourist hotel reception hall decorated with 
movie posters, I am  reminded of how much the film 
industry appreciates this location and the sky’s rainbow 
light. At dawn, buses where people pile up break the 
night. In my heart, I still have the gold of Skoura olive 
oil. The souk here is filled with antique dealers and 
sometimes real treasures. Often beautiful imitations of 
the past! I bargain - it’s a game - over a magnificent piece 
of black cloth embroidered with the colours of nature 
and of Morocco. The seller guarantees that the orange 
tint on my scarf is from natural saffron! 
I move along Taliouine my head filled with the most 
beautiful jewels! The road is fabulous, mauve stones 
decorate a praline mineral cake! In Taliouine, the 
saffron and the mountain put on their circus! Circus 
of seasons for the flower, circus of geology for the 
limestone … 
In the mauve of the sky, I washed myself. I don’t mind 
the furious wind pushing the clouds away. Today, the 
gold of my necklace shall be red or shall not be at all!

  To pick the red gold - saffron crocuses -  we must follow 
the sun and race against it! Women begin to pick, heads down, at 4 o’clock 
in the morning. The flowers sleeping petals trap what the specialists name 
purple stigmas. So what are the Moroccan crocuses dreaming of? Of poisons 
they would be the antidote to? Of Arabic, Chinese, Mongolian, Egyptian and 
Greek medicines according to which saffron is a panacea? Or of the blood 
coloured writing using red ink? 

According to the Regional Office for the Agricultural Development of 
Ouarzazate, the production of the region is estimated at 3 000 kg a year, 
with 95 % intended for export, which places Morocco in the fourth position 
internationally. The Regional council of Souss-Massa-Draa initiated the 
Protected Designation of Origin (PDO) of the “Safran de Taliouine”* with an 
aim to organize and develop this sector. The objective is creating new jobs 
for young people through the whole value chain in this sector: production, 
drying and marketing. The House of Saffron was created in January 2011 to 
strengthen the Moroccan saffron identity.
Saffron has been a subject of particular interest to the supervisory 
ministry within the framework of the Green Morocco Plan, with a strategy to 
extend the planted area to 500 hectares, to strengthen and to rehabilitate 
the existing saffron cultivations of 530 ha, and installing a drip irrigation. 
The national production of saffron is widely concentrated in the 
region of Souss-Massa-Draa, but there are attempts to spread the bulbs, in 
particular in the region of Oulmes and Imilchil, the bulbs coming from 
Taliouine. 

Red gold is 10 times more expensive than truffles or caviar! One gram of 
saffron requires 140 to 230 crocus flowers. In Taliouine up to 600 hectares 
are dedicated to saffron crop, distributed in 5 700 plots of land where 12 000 
people work!

*Translator’s note : Taliouine Saffron
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Local Recipe 
« Saffron flavoured tea »

Ingredients 
(for 6 servings) :

½ liter of water 
1 table spoon of gunpowder green tea 

White sugar at your convenience 
Some strands of saffron from Taliouine

Gunpowder is a green tea whose leaves are rolled in balls. 
Sugar cubes are perfect for the present recipe. Traditionally, in
Morocco, tea conaisseurs  use conical sugar loaves. With a metallic 
mallet, they break off the desired quantity. 
If your tap water is hard, the tea will not foam correctly. You should 
use spring water.

Saffron Tea preparation
Preparation time is approximately 10 minutes. 
Bring half a liter of water to a boil. In a flameproof teapot, pour a 
table spoonful of gunpowder tea. 
Wet it with boiling water and stir the teapot in a circular movement. 
Pour out this first water. This operation eliminates part of the tannin, 
responsible for the tea’s bitter flavour. Fill the teapot with boiling 
water, add a few strands of saffron so the invaluable spice has time 
to reveal its colour, its perfume and its particular flavour. Simmer 
slowly three or four minutes. 
Sweeten well, this will compensates for the tea’s bitterness.

Serving saffron tea 
Knowing how to serve saffron tea is important both for the beauty of the 
gesture, and also to magnify the saffron aroma. Pour into a glass, then 
pour the content back into the teapot. Repeat the operation. This dilutes 
the sugar and oxygenates the drink in order to develop its flavour. 
Here is the opportunity to pour it from high: begin with the spout close to 
the glass, then lift it up gradually. Straighten it in a brief movement to stop 
releasing the liquid. Pour the burning tea in a long line of small glasses on 
a tray, to allow it to foam. Fill the glass two thirds. It is a complete delight 
served with Oriental pastries.

Rare and precious recipe

Gourmandise
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« Rabia: between drawings and destiny in the shade of 
blooming crocus »

 Her sensual, colourful way of laughing “in peals” is an 
invite to put urgent matters away and forget about them. Rabia 
manages a collective economy company. This is the logical outcome 
of her destiny, for this beautiful young woman who used to draw 
crocus flowers on her exercise books as a high school student! “ 
Saffron is an integral part of my life. I cannot do without it. “ Even 
her mauve dress asserts her love for “ the most precious spice “.
If she owes to Hjja, her grandmother, her initiation in picking and 
sorting crocuses, it is only later that she will finally reconnect 
the family tie. She reveals the scenario of her lifestory “I learned 
gestures while, on holiday at my grandmother’s. Drying the saffron 
was done on white plates. Getting up so early was very difficult for 
me, because I did not understand to what extent saffron would be so 
useful in my life! “ 
Today Rabia has 5 permanent employees and 120 seasonal 
workers. “ I dream of seeing my children grow up, to provide them 
with  a peaceful life. My dearest wish is to make the pilgrimage to the 
Holy City of Mecca … “ And when I ask this young woman to share 
two beautiful memories with me, she replies without hesitation “ 
the smell of the land at dawn after rain and the verses of a Berber 
poet: I passed by Taliouine, I saw the kasbah, I saw windows, I saw 
the lake filled with water and the beauty of the women near the 
lake. “ 
The poet is always right …

 « The most precious spice »

SAFFRONTALIOUINE
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THYMEIMOUZZER IDA-OUTANANE 
HONEY

 The road that leads to the Valley of Paradise is 
scattered with red house villages. Waterfalls,  so generous 
during the winter, herald the virgin whiteness of Imouzzer 
structures. 
The Imouzzer Ida - Outanane valley is a paradise where 
bees produce a precious and much appreciated honey.
Each year, the village of Imouzzer celebrates ,  this  excellent 
antibacterial nectar, whether thyme or lavender honey, among 
others.

 The honey festival allows bee-keepers to exchange and 
develop their apiarian practices. A zoom on this sweet treasure 
allowing many families to live on their territory, thanks to the 
income of honey sales.
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Curiosity : The largest apiary in the World

heritage

 The largest apiary in the world is located on  the Southern mountainside, 100 km out of Agadir towards Marrakesh! Skillfully 
built - in 1880 - then restored at different periods, this apiary shelters 4,000 hives! This boldly built construction is located in Morocco 
in the rural district of Argana at Inzerki, and nowhere else! 
This apiary, a witness to community, is in the process of being  restored. In the past, when the apiary was filled with bees coming to 
feed off the flowers of this High Atlas region, , you could hear them hummings for miles around! Blooming argan and almond trees, 
lavandin, thyme blossoms, date palmtrees, attracted 150 million bumble bees!!! This extraordinary adobe built apiary has coped with 
severe weather conditions , (droughts then floods).  for better or  for worse.
Once rehabilitated, it becomes the bearer of a cultural wealth based on the farmers’ capacity to work together with associations and 
cooperatives.
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« I move along and pull the heavy lock to the 
land of the tree that makes women 

more beautiful. »

Terroir Itinerary, Agadir, Sidi Ifni

ressources

 From the dark red of Taliouine, the earth echoes its presence. The road’s long black strip 
attracts me like a magnet! It is early, a creamy sun persists on the top of the ramparts smelling of 
fig trees and lemons. Here I am in Taroudant, the pearl of South! One more stone for my necklace. I 
move along and pull the heavy lock to the land of the tree that makes women more beautiful. The 
argan tree, thick and solid, is on intimate terms to the sky. I leave a cart heavily loaded with orange tree 
branches! 
Everywhere around me, warm hills, orchards and silver glints only. The evening darkness  be-
gins to blur out my path. In my imagination, an door, carved out of argan wood, painted with 
mysterious Berber patterns, protects a family treasure: jars of grain, kaftans, heavy silver jewels, 
potteries …It is my “Agadir”. My attic … 

The sea calls me. A slice of unalterable pale pink life served on the way. There is nobody on my track 
where shadows of jacarandas parade. Oases defy the flatness where sheep graze. The sky’s mood has 
changed, it is a bit worried. I like this grey, soft, weather just like the wings of my scarf blown in the 
wind. The ramparts of Tiznit keep an eye on this caravanners’ place of trade. The gold is pink and 
precious. Rosebay fair-haired trees. Further along, I discover small white blue eyed houses. The 
sudden  call from the sea, from the foaming vastness. The ocean waves and my heart bleeds for 
not having a boat! I sit down on a sandy track. Transhumant beekeepers’ camps display their 
multicoloured tents, the taste of honey mixes with the ocean spray. A bare naked new born sun rises 
out of the sea. Sorrow flown away, the honey of the days remains, here in Morocco, and a silver pearl 
is collected.
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ARGANARGAN TREEAGADIR

« The argan tree, bearer of goodness » 

 How green they are these hills and plains punctuated with argan trees. The quintessential generous tree. The Moroccan tree by 
nature. 

Generous because it requires little maintenance. 
Generous because it need so little if any water. 
Generous because it bears fruits allowing families to live: oil production - food, cosmetic-, food for cattle, fuel for fire. 
Generous because it provides its shadow.

Already present in the tertiary era, Argania spinosa, covers 830 000 ha in the provinces of Iznergane, Ait Melloul, Chtouka Ait Baha, 
Agadir Ida - Outanane, Tiznit, Taroudant, Essaouira, Safi, Chichaoua and Guelmim. The national argan production recognized by the UNESCO 
includes 250 rural communes spread across over 9 provinces. Many women work solely in douars. This way, the work provides an opportunity 
to improve women’s social status in the rural space. “Argane”* is certified “ Protected Geographical Indication “.
In the past, its wood was used in manufacturing doors for the traditional “agadirs” and beams for house roofs. When paper pulp was scarce, 
people used argan wood tablets to write on with a mixture of ash and wool in place of ink. 
For the best of trees, the purest of all stones: I’ve decided, the argan tree will be the diamond of my necklace!

*Translator’s note: Argan oil

endemic
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« Zahra, a flower woman  »

 Sitting on gold and blue pillows, in the soft dim light of the 
lounge, Zahra, president of the Tafyoucht Cooperative murmurs her life 
as though unwinding a skein of wool. Slowly, with silences that speak 
as much as her crossed arms and her open smiles. “Here is where I be-
long; if I leave, it’s to better return! I am proud to be Moroccan because this 
includes several dimensions in my life / … Following the tradition, I stayed 
home to learn what a girl must know before marriage, but I got married at 
the age of 29! “. Zahra had time to learn every thing, or almost, about the 
argan tree “after a sentimental failure, as I hadn’t had much schooling, my 
father regretted not having urged me to stay in school longer. But actually, 
in my new life I learned very quickly.“ 
A member of the cooperative since 2004, president since 2006, Zahra has 
the patience, the knowledge and the sense of management to ensure the 
sustainability of the cooperative. “The objective is to continuously improve 
the living conditions of women in rural areas. My life was bizarre, I am a 
curious person, and now I am president of the Tiznit Economic Interest 
Grouping, Vice-treasurer of the National Association of Argan Cooperatives 
/… For a girl who did not study very long, that’s pretty good! “. 
No boastfulness in Zahra’s confidences, which she distilled over 
sweetened tea and spurge honey. Sometimes Zahra travels to Europe, 
but she is always eager to come back home. She likes pomegrenate red, 
the smell of her land after the rain - yes! - the memory of the bunches 
of flowers she picked while watching the herds, as a child. An authentic 
daughter of the Terroir, Zahra speaks of the counterfeiting of argan “ 
our customers are not here by chance. They are aware of the quality of our 
products. When I show him the women working and the efforts we put in, 
the customer understands and accepts the price to be paid. “ 
I leave Zahra reluctantly. Her peace is communicative …

ARGAN TREESIDI IFNI
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ARGAN FIGSARGAN TREE AIT BAÂMRANESIDI IFNI SBOUYA

« A tree, women, a unique production » « Legends are thick-skinned, so are prickly pears! » 

 Welcomed with a smell of benzoin, I hear the clanking of women crushing pits. I imagine an identical noise when the 
prehistoric men made fire with flints to settle their camp! Created in 1998, long before the argan became a well-known product 
all over the world with recognized virtues, counted  amongst the happy few of the most popular productions, the Tafyoucht 
(“argan tree” in Berber ) Cooperative is based on the work of more than 60 women. Skillful and passionate, they crush, roast 
and grind the pits of the argan nuts to extract and filter pure oil.
Working with argan nuts requires multiple steps: collecting, drying, pulping, crushing, and sorting kernels which will either be 
roasted for edible oil or raw for cosmetic oil. Collected in July / August after the decision is made collectively on the date of 
harvest, the fruit, carried home on donkey’s back, can be dried and kept on wooden pallets, for up to 3 years!

 The Aknari Cooperative was created in 2001 to develop prickly pears production, Ezzahra, the president, tells us 
that the fruit seems to have landed in Morocco thanks to sailor from the  Canary Islands. Legends are thick-skinned, so are 
prickly pears! Each woman in the cooperative brings 4 crates of fruits, 30 kilograms a day. With 30 kg of fruits, we obtain 1 kg 
of seeds. It takes 33 kilos of seeds to give 1 liter of cactus seed oil!  This product is labeled as PGI under the name “Figue de 
Barbarie d’Aït Baâmrane”*
A cosmetic panacea to fight against the marks of time! Here in Sbouya cactus is also transformed into rackets of cactus 
to be crunched in salads. Delicious cactus fruit jam rewards the women of the cooperative’s efforts. There is even talk of 
cactotherapy: 143 products are potentially derived from cactus against diabetes, cholesterol, obesity, ulcers...I could go on. On 
this hopefull note, I quietly close the door of the cooperative.

          *Translator’s note: prickly pear Ait Baamrane

savours
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« A dance for a green, fertile space 
and for the future »

Terroir Itinerary, Tafraout

 Twilight, this uppercut the moon blows to the sun, leaves me pink with 
quenched thirst … The night begins, after a few hours and millions of stars per second. 
I find my way. Desert plains raise memories of Masai Mara. The lions are elsewhere, but 
such strength is released by this stubborn land, like a peaceful warrior, I outline a few 
dance steps, a dance to the falling rain and extinct lions!  A dance for a green, fertile 
space and for the future. The road crawls as the mountain wrinkles. Will it really rain? 
The sky is worried, almond trees, from time to time in Tafraout, lose their sunshine, then 
find it, and turn pale again calling for rain from the bottom of their roots. 
For a long time, I journeyed through these uncertainties, strolling away of, hurrying 
instead in fear of a violent thunderstorm, thus embracing the weather’s mood, and the 
trees’, whose shelled fruits, become delights. Leaning against the mountain, the village 
around its mosque is authentic. Down an alley, a shop invites me to swap my 
boring sandals against a pair of crafted babouches. Red and green, decorated with 
pompoms, free wheeling  slippers !
I hear a lullaby purring, like a big cat, on the granite thread where the sun sings. 
“ Little child will grow up. He will cross the oceans. He will save the fairy from the jinns. 
And they will both live happily ever after … Sabi saghir, yasir kabir, yaqta oul widyan fi 
naran. Wahouwa youkhalles houriyata ljan … “ 
The stone lion, the ultimate poetic metaphor of a formerly prevalent presence, greets my 
nursery rhyme … High ledges frowned in granite take part in this breathtaking beauty. 
Everywhere, in the region of Tafraout, geological sugar loaves sharpen my appetite. 
Meringues raining down, sprinkled with almonds!
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Curiosity : The Houses of Memory

hope

 The path seems endless as I face the rocky curtain closing the 
extraordinary Tafraout cirque, and the threatening night.. A secret waits to be 
revealed. And here is the relief offered by a valley, that widens to become an 
immense mountain oasis. Clinging villages, impetuous torrents. 
The Ammelne valley! Buildings keep the past of life spent inside their walls, I 
need only to read their messages. They draw a square on the ground. Terroir 
stones have been coated with ochre-pink rammed earth. Wearing  white wash 
like make up, rare windows, split the two-storey high structures. The reed 
ceilings remind that water is here, stone mills are learning lessons from everyday 
life, where everything is about milling, extracting, grinding. Such are argan nuts, 
henna, barley and coffee! Mysterious jars, cow skin gourds, stories of the 
caravanners, once resting here.
On my way to Agadir, other houses - more recent - catch my eye. Magnificent 
and sparkling! I guess they are not there by chance. I ask and I am told that many 
of the valley’s young men have gone to the larger cities as traders, without 
ever forgetting the land of their childhood. So, fortune made, they built houses 
where they find their roots. Just to say “I haven’t forgotten where I come from, 
to which land I belong! “ Somewhere between Tafraout and Agadir,these homes 
will be the Houses of Memory!
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ALMONDS
ALMOND TREETAFRAOUT

« Slowing down rural exodus » 
Local Recipe 
«  Barkoukss»

Couscous with amlou

For 6 servings

1 kg couscous. 

Wash it then cook it in the steamer. 
In a salad bowl add salt and a glass of argan oil to the 
couscous. 
Cook it a second time in the steamer. 
Pour it into a salad bowl, water it with argan oil and 
accompany with amlou. 

Amlou Recipe
300 grams of almonds crushed

1 glass of argan oil
1 glass of honey 

Mix all ingredients and serve with the couscous.

Gourmandise

 In Ammelne, Ikram is the president of the Al Baraka Cooperative since 2011.
The couscous produced by 19 women, members of the cooperative is made from barley 
and wheat. Raw colour, like old ivory … 
The region produces more than 1 500 tons of almonds annually that are sold in bulk, or 
crushed, incorporated into amlou. This product is labeled PGI under the name “Amande 
de Tafraout”*. Sweet almond oil is also produced. The almond tree plantation in rural 
zone limits rural exodus. This is Al Baraka Cooperative’s main objective: “we want to 
develop every thing related to almond trees… /… cosmetic creams, shampoos, etc. We 
target large supermarkets. You know, almonds are the first production for women of the 
village. “ There is no lack of projects, no doubt they will emerge! I have a better picture  
of  my necklace; the ivory of almonds fits me well.

*Translator’s note: Tafraout Almonds
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«  On my left, green is bronze, on my right, 
             Sahara as I love it: 
          immense and unchanged »

IV In quest of the Terroir, Guelmim Es-Smara

 In the early morning, marshmallow clouds bicker with a blinding sun. Through the intervals of the port of the Agadir bay I see 
blue boats. They display names such as Rachid, Mouloud, many captains navigating on the azure waters … I trace my quest between white 
hot houses sheltering a variety of fruits, and dark green argan trees, outlined by cactus hedges. They are no longer entangled, they 
look neatly combed. Domesticated cactus! The eucalyptus trees release a therapeutic perfume! A few more tens of kilometers and the 
collusive light lends stony gardens to my sight. Let’s say stones surrounded with thick grass … A bit of Japan and Zen accompanies me, 
here in Morocco. Kilometer 14 before Guelmim, it is Africa here, a mountain bleeds silver-blue. A secret wound? Nostalgia for caravanner 
times when Timbuktoo was only a few cables lenghts away! I come across a “ blue man “, I am at the edge of the Sahara! Towards Tan 
Tan stones melt into a mute desert and holds onto tufts of camels, the ultimate chattering of a rare grass. Nevertheless a few green 
squares offer the hope of a beautiful still water, laid inside the layered rocks.
Tiny tornados of sand write the whirlwind of days, up to the point where the mountain becomes satin and velvet embroidered with 
brave and blooming pink plants. An incompressible space suddenly appears, the road forms a crest. To my left, the coulour is bronze - 
green, to my right, the Sahara just as I love it: immense and unchanged.
Entering Tan Tan, which owes its name to the sound of water against  the bucket as it is drawn from well, two camels - more exactly 
dromedaries - vestals of stone watch over the blazing sun.
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 Between houmman and 
lbard, this hot-cold of the desert and 
its seasons, the clan prospers so-so. 
Hajiba’s heavy silver jewels come 
from her family, but the bracelets 
with blue, brown, yellow and green 
pearls matching the multicoloured 
fabrics and carpets in the tent where 
she lives, come straight from a souk! 
Essalka, her eyes highlighted with 
kohl and shyness in her mind, is 
Hajiba’s daughter-in-law. The wife 
of Ali, she seems to experience a 
slight weariness. Her three children, 
Mariem, Mohamed, Belaïd, were 
born under the tent, nomads among 
the nomads. To my question “do you 
have dreams? “ Essalka answers “ I do 
not even think about having dreams “ I 
insist and she comes out “ I would prefer 
a small house … “ Right away Hajiba 
reframes the issue, and specifies “ she 
married this lifestyle by marrying a 
nomad “. Essalka approves and both 
mime in a dance with their arms as 
to incite me to forget this comment or 
to prove that harmony is here. In this 
tent reigns, as one moment of eternity, 
the timelessness that only belongs to 
the infinity. In the sigh of the universe, 
Hajiba gets up searching behind a 
piece of the tent and returns with a 
flask. Her black veil lets appear a bit 
of plaited dark hair, and Hajiba sprays 
us with perfume! “Golden Dream” she 
confides. The dream exists, I ‘ve just 
met it.

« My house? It’s my tent …  »

 Ali, son of M’ Barek and Hajiba, has been waiting for me for 
more than two hours. I look for my way, I am late when I finally see a 
man dressed all in black waving at me. 
“ I’m sorry you had to wait “ I say to him, he smiles and answers 
“ time does not matter “. The atmosphere is calm, the setting is a real 
camp. Narration can begin. Ali, his wife Salka and their three children, 
M’ Barek and Hajiba, his parents, all live here and there. Nomads, born of 
nomads who have been marching from immemorial times, folding their 
tent and following along wher their herds graze: 80 dromedaries, 400 
sheeps and 200 goats. This represents quite a capital! However, the clan 
lives in deprivation which seems to echo the apparent poverty of the 
desert. 
“ Our most important property it is our lifestyle “ explains Hajiba. “ This 
is what we have to pass on and instill to our children. My father M’ Barek 
showed me how not to get lost in the desert, even at night and I want 
this for my three children. That education and school in addition would 
be good “ completes Ali, son of Hajiba. Sometimes the family walks for 
a long time in search of a convenient location. Not so long ago, women, 
children, men and animals, travelled some 130 kilometers under a 
blazing sun “ we walk one step at a time, and when we find water we stop 
and we settle our tents. “ Listening to Hajiba tell about her life, I imagine 
the dullness of the days “boredom? Yes, sometimes, I was born this way 
and I can’t change anything about it. I have never thought of changing to 
another life, but if one day there is something worth doing in a city then 
I shall go live in a city / … I think that I would be satisfied to live in a city 
if I had a job / … One of our daughters has gone to live somewhere else. 
“ I ask her: Italy? Spain? France? Her answer contains all the possible 
explanations on what nomad life is about, Hajiba says to me “ No! She’s 
gone to live in Guelmim! “ 
“Elsewhere else” is symbolized by everything that is not connected to 
this lifestyle from one tent to another!

instill

HERDERNOMAD 
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« A landscape from the beginning of the World 
caresses my ride  »

Terroir Itinerary, Assa

Local Recipe 
« Dhen from South »

1 kilo of goat’milk butter 
1 bowl of barley flour 

some thyme 

Warm butter in a pan until obtaining clear liquid.
Pour the roasted barley flour and stir for few minutes. 
Cook over a low heat during 45 minutes.
Add thyme and stop cooking. 
Pour into a jar, allow to cool. 
Spread it on bread or on grilled chicken.
 
I add the “ tiger’s eye “ stone to my necklace, beautiful 
colour of Dhen and of the Tan Tan and Assa Terroir…

Gourmandise

 Invited by Hajiba, M’ Barek, Ali and Essalka, I spend one night under the tent! The grilled goat they slaughtered for 
the occasion is delicious!
Conscious of the privilege I was offered to cross the threshold and enter the strangeness of the desert I bid farewell to my 
hosts with the promise to return … Destination Assa. Red, grey and green are the stones. A landscape from the beginning 
of the world caresses my ride! Cliffs are so dizzy and the acacias defy them. It is rather as if wild nature was warning me “ Be 
careful Aya, whereever you go, nothing is more important than the clinking of the wells and their ledges you approach, your 
thirst to learn will be quenched, but do not forget to waste time! 
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CHEESEGOATS CAMELS« Sharing the same breath, the same wind, 
the same second that doesn’t count! »

 In a bluish silence, Mahjouba, with a single blink of her eye 
lashes, opens the dreamlike space where she lives. Hands artistically 
decorated with patiently drawn flowers, Mahjouba is carefully dressed. 
Elegant with the distinguished grandeur of those whose faith is in sharing, 
this young woman, the president of the Al Mountada Cooperative ,
campaigns for a cohesive society including women’s socioeconomic 
development.
“This activity of processing camels or goat milk into cheeses was 
introduced by the Program of the Southern Oases implemented by 
the Agency of the South. The Dhen, however is totally anchored in our 
traditions. In two years of existence, the cooperative already has 25 
women members, and provides them with an alternate income allowing 
them to take good care of their family. “ Being aware that she is living in 
Morocco, in an oasis of the Sahara “where a car passes every 15 minutes“, 
Mahjouba has no intention of leaving, Assa “ my family lives here, my 
region needs young generations, if I were to leave I would abandon a part 
of my history. Within the framework of the community work I am involved 
in, I can travel elsewhere in search of skills and know-how. As soon I return 
I pass it on to my friends here. “ Time is suspended as she speaks about 
this productive dream that sweeps doubt away, a breath catching 
up with the collective dream, restores it and protecting it against the 
individualistic  “ all for myself “. With the desert at her door, Mahjouba 
enjoys the beneficial routine it implies.
During those quit moments, Mahjouba settles under a tree and prepares 
tea listening to a few verses by the poet Nizar Qabbani: “ Through poetry 
I try to seize the impossible and to plant palm trees.“ A smell of jasmine , of  
purity exhales from her desire to carry on with the ancestral adventure 
building on the intimacy of yesterday’s child, tomorrow’s song opening 
with the white notes of new beginnings. Time is suspended, the smell of 
effectiveness, of sustainability floats in the air!

 The Al Mountada Cooperative 
processes goat and camel milk collected 
by another cooperative - Oudisder – in the 
context of the cluster of oases. Two years 
of existence and 25 members to which, no 
rule of hygiene or pasteurization escapes! 
Goat and camel cheeses are made with no 
additive or conservatives, packaged and 
sold in Guelmim, but also to guesthouses 
owners who wish to share a desert flavour!
This organization tries to deal with the 
specific issues about optimizing camel 
milk quality: securing the supply of 
quality milk at acceptable cost and 
processing within standards. This sector’s 
main objective is to take over the very 
promising national market.

CHEESE ASSA
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DROMEDARIES CACTUSGUELMIM ES SMARA DATESFARMING HONEY

« No dunes would be 
crossed without it  » 

mobilize

 If the desert is inhabited, we owe it this to this animal! 
No dunes would be crossed without it, no caravans charged 
with gold, silky fabrics and invaluable spices. Justifiably, men 
and women from the Moroccan Sahara devote their gratitude 
to it. The camel - in reality a dromedary - is celebrated during 
moussems as that of Tan Tan. In Guelmim the weekly souk is 
dedicated to it. To choose a good dromedary, look at its 
hump, it should be big and fat! The total number of dromedary 
camels in the Guelmim Es Smara’s region is estimated at 
31 000. Three “races” are dominant: Guerzni, a meat breed, 
adapted to difficult breeding conditions, Marmouri, milk 
breed, that can provide up to 10 liters a day and Khouari which 
represents only 5 % of the total number. The strength of camel 
breeding lies in the length of routes, their floral diversity: 
21 million hectares - and the skill in driving herds. The sector 
is gradually getting organized (herding cooperatives and 
production units, breeders’ associations in the provinces and 
regions). Increasingly, Moroccans are requesting camel dairy 
by-products, the market is thus promising.

 Tighmert
This oasis is a pleasant stopping place, stretching its languour on over more than ten kilometers. 
It shelters several water sources, with the promise of coolness and vegetables! As the majority of 
inhabitants are indeed farmers. Vegetable gardening is visible. The Wahat Tighmert Cooperative was 
created in 2008, as part of the the Southern Oases Program, is presided by Ahmed “we work with 
cactuses, but also dates. Cactus is organically grown; we process its fruits’ seeds into oil which ought 
to be the most expensive in the World!“ And Ahmed explains that this secret of the desert is said to 
help women preserve a fresh skin. Cactus seed oil is a very precious and rare oil obtained by pressing 
the Opuntia Ficus Indica seeds. The yields upon extraction are very low because there is only 5 % of 
oil in a small seed! 33 kg of seeds are required to obtain 1 liter of this rare oil! The cooperative also 
produces rackets. “ Cactuses are bought on the local market and we use approximately 15 seasonal 
workers to separate pulp and seeds “. With dream as an engine for economic growth, Ahmed and the 
eight members of the cooperative are considering a cactopolis!

 Daraa 
L’houssine, like his beekeepers colleagues, is an enthusiast whose know-how comes from his 
father, moved as he is by Saharan bees. The Daraà Cooperative in Assa counts 7 members 
and  to 350 beehives. The sector which groups more than 9000 hives is organized in a regional 
association - L’houssine is the president - benefits from the public authorities’ interest. The 
honey produced results from the bees foraging the varieties specific to this region: acacia tree, 
euphorbia, thistle, zygophylle, but also from the practice of transhumance. Consequently, we 
can also find jujube honey and euphorbia honey in sales locations from Assa or Guelmim, where 
I discover a beautiful shop dedicated to the products of Saharan oases. Treasures are on display 
in this well arranged shop as in a precious chest. Your eyes don’t know which way to look! From 
different couscous to prickly pears nectar, organic henna and the pure honey from the Moroccan 
Sahara, mysterious boxes and magic bottles encourage you to take a bit of the oases and their 
secrets away with you.
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« Morocco, just can’t get enough of it. »

Terroir Itinerary, to Tata

heritage

 After Guelmim and dromedaries, I move on 
to Tata into a universe where the colour range projects 
the fragrance of burnt caramel. Stone of iron and fire. 
The villages of Tata, earthly molded, cling on the cliffs. 
Small irrigated gardened,   provide some breaks of 
greenery below. Women pass by carrying a child while 
others bend to pick the grass that will feed the D’mans. 
Mountains are talkative. On a hillside, a ksar, hides its 
shyness behind a palm grove that sings an ancient 
lullaby and whispers memories of the past.
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DATESPALMTREES TATA

productivity

 If 20 municipalities constitute the dates production area in the Terroir of Guelmim Es 
Smara, only 3 cooperatives process and package approximately 50 tons of dates each. At the Afra 
Cooperative, men and women work together to pursue the economic development of the sector 
in a spirit of solidarity. “ The strength of our production is equal to our capacity to sort out, clean and 
to package dates, mainly the Bouittoub variety, which are slightly green and rather soft “ explains 
L’ houssine, the president of the cooperative created in 2010.
“ Here, the culture of the date palm has been anchored for centuries in our local culture for centuries. 
The palmtree is our sacred tree; we take care of it and its fruits. “ Twelve persons prepare jams and 
dough, 50 000 jars per year are sold in the Guelmim and Agadir souks and in supermarkets. Public 
funding support allowed the installation of a processing chain (weighing, sorting, calibration, cold 
room, washing, drying at 45 °C and heat treatment at 72 °C) leaving no place to chance and ensuring 
compliance with the most demanding hygiene standards. If one adds the market’s  increasing demand 
of the market for these high quality products, to this initiative, all hopes are allowed!

HENNAAIT OUABELLIHENNA

 Omar is a happy president. Henna production in his region is slightly increasing. A trend only asking to be developed. 
Improving social status and establishing social equality for the benefit of the local population, this is what this 30 members strong  
mixed cooperative’s work is based on. Henna is produced, in powder or dried leaves, and sold to wholesalers; leaf by leaf hand 
picking, contributes to a good quality end product. 
Production spreads from April to November. “ Henna powder is generally kept for guests, for people dear to us “ specifies Omar.

Curiosity: 
“ I am the oldest tree in Ait Ouabelli “ 
“ I am over a hundred years old and I am no longer artificially irrigated, for my roots dive deep into the ground. Ask Safia, she is one 
of the 7th generation of women who pick my leaves! I am the oldest tree of all Henna trees growing here. The men take my seeds to 
sow for other trees to grow as strong as I am. As I am a major source of income for women, I am cherished and loved! Safia claims I am 
immortal and Safia says that God only knows why! The orange tree may die, she says, but not me. “
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« Here I taste sober and luxurious 
amplified silence  »

V In quest of the Terroir, Laayoune Boujdour, Sakia Al Hamra

“At the desert gate, I see nothing, I hear nothing, but, 
something yet shines in silence*.” The heat is increasing, 
it devours the landscape where the quest for absolute, 
for brotherhood and for humanity takes on meaning: in 
the Moroccan Sahara solidarity is a synonym to survival. 
On my way, the Tah monument, plunges me into the 
history of Morocco. In 1886, the Sultan Hassan the Ist and 
100 years later, King Hassan the IInd came here. To re-
mind us all that Morocco is a united, unique country 
where men and women carry the sun in the depth of 
their hearts? No need to split their barks of skin to come 
closer to the radiant celestial body. I surf on the dunes 
waves, like a rolling stone. Sakia Al Hamra, where the 
Sahrawis know the tracks and water springs, is where 
I enjoy sober, sumptuous and amplified silence, echoed 
to the point where I hear, I see, the indivisible invisible. 

* St Exupéry “ Le Petit Prince “

 I fear neither kilometers nor the changes in the landscapes! In this diversified Morocco, where I find myself, between 
desert and snow, the welcome is so warmly identical everywhere, keeping the country one and unique through these gestures of 
welcome! My necklace will love the silver chiseled bracelets worn by women here. Dunes steal my road towards Laayoune. I reach 
Tarfaya while the author of “Le Petit Prince” is celebrated under the High Patronage of His Majesty. Here, the desert wraps around 
me with mythical narratives and epic stories! Profound humanity emanates from the landscapes I travel through. My quest and 
thirst are quenched by the water sources of Moroccan History.
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CAMELMILKMILK Gourmandise

Sahara

 Equipped with a production unit, the Attadamoune Cooperative is essentially concerned 
with camel milk pasteurization and commercialization. The Laayoune Boujdour, Sakia Al Hamra 
region totals up to 100,000 heads of dromedaries scattered on the pathways. The cooperative  is 
in line with modern  transformation processes, and also allow the breeders to create their own 
development tool and income based on a Terroir product..

Local Recipe
 «  L’frik »

The favorite drink of the Sahrawi populations, camel buttermilk 
is simple to make, following two different procedures: 

Traditionally, get fresh camel milk. 
Let it rest at room temperature in a goatskin for 24 hours. 
Taste the beverage so obtained. 

Today, a more securized procedure allows to make L’frik by following 
the pasteurization, selected yeast milk inoculation, incubation at 25/30° C
and churning processes… 

I pick a desert coloured moonstone for my necklace.
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COUSCOUSCOUSCOUS KHOUMASSIKHOUMASSI
COUSCOUSCOUSCOUS

 This couscous is also called “Moukhamis”. The word 
“ khoumassi “ derives from “khamssa“ which means 5 in Arabic. This 
adjective is a reminder that “ khoumassi “ is prepared from 5 elements,
5 flours (hard wheat, soft wheat, corn, barley and roasted 
barley.) Women who make this couscous explain that they inherited 
their mothers’ know-how. This product is labeled as PGI under the name 
of the local designation “Keskes Mkhames”.
In a 6 hours working day, a woman rolls approximately 30 kg of grains. 
An important quantity of their production is sold during fairs, also 
marketed in mid-size outlets. They confide there are two manners to 
roll couscous: either in round or long grains, and according to these 
Terroir craftswomen, round is the best. It is enjoyed on feast days 
and traditionally every Friday. Tichtar, Loudek and Khlia’a: more 
than simply products, they form the unique Moroccan culture of 
the Sahara. Closely linked to the Sahrawi history, witness to a part of  
lifestyle, dromedaries supply meat and fat prepared in symbiosis with 
nomadic lifestyle. Tichtar is made of camel meat cut in fine strips 
air-dried from 2 to 4 days, the only means of preservation of a 
meat-based product for Moroccan Saharan nomads. A few cubes 
of dromedary fat, melted then filtered and you obtain “Loudek” 
culturally connected to the menu of the Sahrawi fiancées. White 
coloured with a very particular taste, Loudek is a custom product and 
concerns the whole Terroir of Laayoune Boujdour, Sakia Al Hamra. In 
order to improve your gustative knowledge of the Moroccan Sahara, 
you should test Khlia’a: Tichtar cooked in water mixed to Loudek!
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« Here dromedaries rub themselves against road signs 
indicating - Dakhla 200 km »

VI In quest of the Terroir,  Oued Eddahab Lagouira

 Check-list : everything is in my heart. A few hundred kilometers further and I reach the region of Oued Eddahab-Lagouira. Famous airline 
pilots were here before me, traces of their wings mark the sand. A languid breathtaking lagoon between see and desert, Dakhla, a surprisingly casual 
town, yet striking to the passing trader. At night, ocean laps under my bedroom window, a hotel standing here like a gate, an invitation to mirages of 
the sand. In full daylight, silvery waves allow you to guess about the abundance of fish. Before I hit the road, I gauge the pulse of this small town with 
square street pattern.
Excitement is not appropriate, hours, days and looks slideover a fluid hemmed with blue puddles. A strol along the pier: desert open 24h a day… 
Courbines, sea bream, warm oysters, I fill up on sea food and steal an extra night of rest, beneficial and perfumed with acacia gum,  
camoun reg and a zest of jdari … Dawn finds me walking along the ocean in search of a nomad shepherd on the 13 million hectares 
covered by. During winter, rhythmed by the unchanging cycle of seasons and rains, nomads leave the coastside. The desert is full of pleasant 
surprises: here dromedaries rub themselves against road signs indicating “Dakhla 200 km”, there, a shepherd from Mauritania looks for 
the ewe to return her lamb to! Dromedaries graze on - plants over a hundred species - along the track. Acacia trees are included in their menu. 
Everything eats everything here! From time to time a herd crosses the road, sheeps and dromedaries graze peacefully. The shepherd is 
nowhere to find, a presence in absence. Sarahawis drink tea just to spend their time. On the horizon line, a solitary dromedary gorges itself on sea 
sprays and dunes. The pink of dawn will be the topaz of my jewel …

fair 
tourisme 
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« One hour on the rangeland track is worth
each and every day spent in town  »

FARMER DAKHLA CALFMILK TIRSS

 The camel calf needs its mother’s milk as 
soon as it is born. But it also has this peculiar sense 
of finding its food on the rangeland track of the 
Oued Eddahab Lagouira region. An area where over 
a hundred varieties of plants grow which cannot be 
found elsewhere. This diversity provides specific 
taste and tenderness and consequently, the quality 
of the Tirss calf meat.

 He  has this elegance which is specific to the people from 
the South. From the South, he has inherited the ancestral skill for 
driving herds along the tracks, the knowledge of botanical species and 
this annihilating of time.
In the desert, exit the diary, the timetable and other 
gadgets from the city’s world. Necessary nuance. Si Ahmed Baba 
was born under a tent, 200 km from Dakhla “on some day of the year 
when the ram of the oued died - Oued El Haouli-” he is a formidable 
businessman and owner of a hotel. He left his nomad family after 
several years of drought. He was just “ about 18 years old” and became 
a trader. “ I was able to help my family, but believe me, one hour on 
rangeland track  is worth each and every day spent in town. “ His legs 
crossed comfortably, Si Ahmed Baba wears a heavy silver ring, , of the 
kind that is passed on  just like the secrets of wells. 
“ I agreed to chair the professional association of camel breeders of the 
Oued Eddahab Lagouira region because the breeders asked me to, to 
take part in promoting camel and to shime a spotlight on this animal: the 
camel (Editor’s note: dromedary). Also in order to stress the essential 
cultural, social and economic values  it carries on its back !“ Si Ahmed 
Baba shows no sign of impatience, having, I guess, the sturdy temper 
a man from the desert would! His vital space is, a place where private 
memories resonate with the man he has become. He opens the door 
to them. Impassive. “I remember the first girl I ever loved. There is a 
first time to everything,. Like breathing in the freshness of the rangeland
plants for the first time! “ He does not remember when the smell 
of desert plants reached him for the first time, so tangled is his 
memory with his first breath, under the tent, the day he was born. 
Silently, sensualy,apparently as calm as the desert sand might be, 
before I leave he says “the finest thing is to touch somebody or some-
thing I love. “ Desert is one of them.
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Local Recipe 
«  Tirss Camel Calf meat Tagine »

Ingredients:
800 grams of Tirss calf meat 

200 grams of onions 
300 grams of dry Amarsit apricots 

Thyme Honey 
Olive oil 

Salt, pepper, paprika, ginger, cinnamon 
Sesame seeds 

In a clay or ceramic Tagine mix oil and peeled sliced onions. Add meat, salt and 
pepper. 
Cook for 5 minutes and add a glass of water. 
When simmered, add ginger, paprika then honey. 
Reduce the heat and leave to cook for 25 or 30 minutes. 
Add apricots, sesame seeds and cook for 5 more minutes. 

Accompany with camel soft white cheese from the Ajban Dakhla Cooperative. 

GourmandiseCAMELDAKHLA
CHEESE

ambition

 Wearing white blouses, Milouda et Malika, 2 of the 7 members 
of the Ajban Dakhla Cooperative located in the suburb of Dakhla, welcome me 
with a glass of camel milk. Here women transform the milk of their breeding 
into soft white cheese, strictly complying with food safety standards.
Short-term objective: fixed and sustainable income for women.
Being aware of the impact a tourism project could have on their everyday 
life - imagine a “house of the she-camel” selling camel products and age-old 
skills demonstrations - they assert wanting “ to move forward. Never turn 
back again. “ A step forward that will drive them to test ripening camel milk 
cheese in the near future!
At the same time, an ambitious project was developed: collecting, 
pasteurizing and commercializing camel milk. At present, the rational 
potential for rational collection taking  into  account  the  constraints  
imposed  by  the collection areas remoteness of the areas  where milk is 
collected, is 2 tons per day.  A processing plant was implemented as part of 
the Green Morocco Plan. 
A few figures are eloquent: 40,000 dromedaries in the Region, 60 % of which 
are females, each supplying 5 liters of milk per day.
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Plants 
from Tirss
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« My sight gets lost in the green hills 
where Akkouri prickly pear give colours to life »

discover

In quest of the Terroir, Marrakesh Tensift Al HaouzVII

 Flowers, sea foam, palaces and a coast lapped by of surf waves. Leaving the South, I thought I might keep the images of 
dromedaries as a souvenir. But a huge surprise waits for me on my way from Agadir to Smimou: on a hillside, a man accompanies the 
slow but yet determined step of a strange harness. Two dromedaries plought the land at the slow pace that suits them! I am overcome 
with emotion. Another discovery: Akkouri prickly pear give colours to life. Their purple velvet fruits invite both greed and curiosity to 
my table.
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KIDARGAN TREE SMIMOUBUTCHERSMIMOU

 Saïd is a butcher in Smimou, to him the 
peculiarities of the argan-tree fed kid meat are simple: “ 
the meat is alighter red, it looses less volume during cooking, 
has a stronger slightly sweet taste, the flavour of the tree 
has a long aftertaste, there is no visible fat, the meat is 
tender and juicy. “ Adding to this sensible description, let 
us insist on the dietary quality of this meat that reduces 
the risks of cardiovascular accidents. The argan tree kid 
meat is lean and delicious. On the occasion of Eïd el Adha, 
during Moussems, weading feast or simply to celebrate 
your presence, your host will serve you an argan-tree kid 
and onion tagine, or thyme flavoured argan tree kid chops, 
you will then be pretty convinced!

“Kid” shall mean goats of up to one year old.

« The flavour of the tree has a long aftertaste ... »

 Historicity,  adaptation to the biotope, dietarily fed 
and slaughtered within the strictest standards of hygiene, the 
argan-tree kid is a Terroir product par excellence. 
Historically, Leo Africanus (al-Hasan ibn Muhammad 
al-Zayyati al-Fasi al-Wazzan) indicates that in his time (in the 
15th and 16th Centuries) in the hinterland of Essaouira: 
«The inhabitants are all farmers. Their lands are good for barley… 
they own a large number of goats.“
The “ argan tree kid “ production area covers the littoral fringe 
which extends from the North of Essaouira to the South of 
Tiznit. The large herds remain within on littoral fringes the 
Souss plain. With weather conditions characterized by rather 
significant aridity, the argan tree is kid’s food of the kid. Terrain 
in the argan grove is very rugged. In those argan groves, 
especially in the mountains, the pasture is accessible only by 
the goats belonging to the local populations.
These conditions allowed the developement of an ecosystem 
unique in the world: the argan grove is a balance between men, 
trees and goats.
The argan grove feeds a mainly caprine population counting 
1,2 million heads drawing most benefit from tracks under 
forest areas. These goats are a hardy breed, agile, capable 
of walking on difficult surfaces and skilled at climbing argan 
trees, they illustrate the complete adaptation of livestock to 
its environment. Moreover, studies confirm, that pasturing in 
argan groves results in a decrease in fats which gives to kid 
meat valued and desired dietary qualities for cardiovascular 
diseases’ prevention!
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 Brahim is a wise man. He has everything of a 
man who was able to make know-how that was passed on 
him bear fruit by combining it with knowledge gathered 
here and there. President of the Assarn Association and 
member of the National Association of Sheep and Goat
Stockbreeders (ANOC) for the improvement of the argan tree 
kid breed, he fights his battle gently and firmly. He chooses 
his words, they sound true and are full of humor and gravity 
“ a kid climbing in a tree is like a pollinating bee... / ...the argan 
tree kid is ALSO fed with argan tree meal and leaves. A kid in a 
tree is not dangerous for the forest. A long time ago, every herd 
counted 1,000 animals and the argan grove was doing fine … “ 
Brahim, dressed in an earth coloured  jellaba, hosts me 
on a icy windy day, the piping hot tea poured into nice 
blue glasses relays Brahim’s message of both hope and 
caution “ I live off farming and breeding, I’ll fight until my last 
breath to have the argan tree kid breed recognized/ … The most 
difficult bit is getting the beginning started. It’s playing sports, 
but I’m playing it for the others, for their future and I find it 
soothing. “ 
Appeasement, is what Brahim is searching for, in a Morocco 
where he would like all young people to be proud of, he also 
finds it during working days shared with his wife “ of course she 
helps me, otherwise it would mean that we are not one and the 
same being. When I don’t have work, I get ready for workdays to 
come! The spine of life is the value of work / … “ A bee falls into 
the honey pot on the table,  as to punctuate Brahim’s words. 
He removes it out of this glue and ends with these words 
coming from deep inside “ if there are no bees left there is no 
Man anymore “. Brahim has not read Einstein, “only” the pages 
of Nature around him since he was born. 
And it’s such a beautiful book …

« The most difficult bit is getting 
the beginning started »

BREEDERKID
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HONEYHONEYHAHA

 « Honey from Haha: if you do not know a lot of people, take bees! »
A beautiful stone house around the bend of a flowery path: here is the Kaouki Cooperative that 
produces and commercializes bee-hive and argan tree products. “ We are beekeepers, because 
we like being stung “ jokes Ahmed, the president of the regional Union of cooperatives. 
“ I am commited to the co-op movement, because to group together means pooling 
ressources to rationalize expenses.../ … One day, I thought that we should sell our honey all 
together, and so we created the cooperative. Ten co-ops, 1300 bee-hives. I have a dream: 
Moroccans enjoying the taste of honeys from all over Morocco! “ Here honeys are organic: fennel, 
argan tree, orange blossoms, thyme, thistle, carob trees, and many more. His beekeeper’s 
vocation dawned upon Ahmed while he was coming back from school in 1968. He found a 
swarm, missed school to go back to his father and ask for the swarm’s harvest.
His request was  turned down , but an old neighbor, a beekeeper named Moulay took care of 
his find. Nine months later, Moulay came to Ahmed’s door with 2 buckets of honey “this is the 
fruit of your swarm “ he said to the fascinated child. One thing leading to another, from hives to 
stings, as an adult, Ahmed took up beekeeping. And so it goes in Morocco, honey and Terroir 
products tell nice stories about the Men and the Land, to those who wants to listen.
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« Only the wind 
 is authorized to exceed 30 km an hour »

Terroir Itinerary, towards Meskala

 After Essaouira where only the wind is authorized to exceed the speed of 30 kilometers an hour, here 
is a rich, green and magnificently maintained landscape passing. Sheeps, cows and goats graze peacefully. Only 
old and dry upside down olive trees stumps, allow me to imagine a hand begging the sky …

OLIVESOIL TYOUT CHIADMA

  At the Tyout Cooperative, everything is verified, tested, checked. Not  a 
surprise then that the extra-virgin olive oil is such a succes. 
Ma’ati, a watchful and thoughtful president, likes what he’s doing “ working with 
hundred-year-old trees is a long story. Each old tree brings me back to my parents ‘
and my grandparents’ life, and when I stand next to an old tree I feel respect. “ 
Ma’ati calls on his memories “collecting olives as a family, the women’s songs”. They 
were useful to set up best practice for development  “ tradition yes, but adapted to 
current standards. “
Out of the naturally collective past an exemplary organization is born, based 
on a protocol and registers - a total of 4 - for traceability. What could have been 
experienced as a constraint was turned into pride: obtaining of the Protected 
Designation of Origin in 2010, under the name of “Tyout - Chiadma” olive oil, the 
first in Morocco, was a huge satisfaction for the olive growers in the cooperative. 
“Rigor and discipline allow a production complying with European standards in a 
traditional  ma’asra. “
Tyout olive oil has tomato and artichoke flavours, but even more, it looks as precious 
as jade, the olives seem to have captured a bit of sunlight which the farmers extract. 
They let the oil sit in the shade of closed shutters, there, it rests, as the poet says: 
“ nobody can reach the dawn without tr thavelling the road of night.” In Meskala a 
new day from now dawns for olive growers. The topaz I choose also captures the 
Light!
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GRAPEGRAPE CHIADMACHEESEGOATCHEESE

« An ancient natural grape »« A Moroccan success story  »  Fifteen women they are, knowing well how to raise 
goats! 
But at the Mogad’or Cooperative, Naima and Hanane preside. 
They get along well and for good reason, they are sisters! The 
goat shed is located 2 kilometers away from the unit processing 
goat milk into cheese. This geographical situation doesn’t 
discourage these women. Each day after milking, a trolley pulled 
by a donkey gets the milk to the dairy. 45 goats - alpine race - 
produce 250 liters of milk per day, which will be transformed 
- after being processed in treatment rooms adapted to hygiene 
standards - into 80 nice goat tommes. Customers are hotels, 
tourists and others gourmets, who enjoy while income shared 
by women members of the co-op improves their daily life. 
A Moroccan success story!

 Near Akarmoud vineyards spread out. I am in 
the Chiadma grape area, the culture of which covers close to 
2,200 ha. The history of this vineyard is ancient long. Several 
generations maintained vineyards with patience and passion. 
Transformation into raisins to be crunched with delight is passed 
on from family to family. Raisin are prepared during the grape 
harvest season, in years when the vine is generous.
Soaking fresh grapes in a solution of water, broad bean ashes, 
quicklime and olive oil, produces this delicacy. Chiadma 
grapes are highly appreciated fresh, on the table! The total 
production of the Terroir vineyards is approximately 11,000 tons 
a year. 
Produced in natural mode with green manure, this vineyard 
presents all the characteristics of an environment-friendly 
agriculture!
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 Here farmers cultivate fennel on irrigated perimeters. As does Hassan, who also owns some dairy cows. Fennel is 
highly appreciated in the region; its harvested before wheat hand threshing, from mid May to mid September. Usually fellahs carry 
a bag of fennel seeds to go to the souk, riding a donkey. The money from the on-the-spot sale allows farmers to shop on the donkey’s 
back and to buy what products the family needs.

FENNELTAFATACHTFENNEL
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« It’s up to grapes, however, 
to cheer up space. »

Itinerary, towards Loudaya

 On my road, landscapes are not as offering as many treats  “as usual”, I remember that they feed People! Highlighted by a cloudy 
horizon, hemmed by snowy tops, my sight gets slightly lost. Syrupy flavours soar up from semi-arid plains. A smell of eucalyptus tree promises 
the finest therapeutic virtues. It’s up to grapes, however, to cheer up space. Near Loudaya, high walls protect high vine arbours supported by 
reeds. The reed plant reigns supreme: bags for selling grapes bunches, vineyards doors, stakes supporting the wines, everything is made of reed!  

Curiosity : Al-Mutamid ibn Abbad Mausoleum

culture

 An air of Tuscany accompanies my path from Marrakesh to Ghmat. 
This town’s heart pulses, beats, swarms with all these marching destinies. Everyone
is busy, shops yawn no more, stacks of bread are sold. A furtive image: children 
do their homework, against the school’s wall, while a hundred bicycles nearby witness 
both the vitality of Moroccan schools and the distance the pupils need to travel. Their 
desire to learn is stronger than the distance; this countryside Terroir is close to  Marrakesh 
tourism! This site is known as Joumâa of Ghmat, particularly famous for the Al-Mutamid ibn 
Abbad   Mausoleum. It tells the poetry and the story of this king of Seville and king of poets 
who recommended doing good from our hearts … 
The city was built by the Berbers long before the Islamic conquest of North Africa. 
Almoravides settled in as rulers of the town in 1057. This city was a base towards Northern 
regions, before they founded the medina of Marrakesh in 1062. Ghmat was the place of 
exile for fallen kings of Spain. In 1970 the Al-Mutamid ibn Abbad mausoleum was restored, 
he rests there with his wife I’timad Rmiqia and their child. A girl according to some sources, 
a son according to the mausoleum guard.
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LIMONETTEMARRAKESH
CACTUS REHAMNA

 By its shape, limonette looks very much like, a 
yellow mandarin; it comes from orchards widely spread 
around Ouled Hassoun, Alouidane and Nakhil. Juicy, acid and 
with a typical aroma, the limonette is preserved by women 
through a very well mastered method. This process consists of 
two cuts that allow opening the fruit and inserting salt. Salted 
limonettes are then kept in a jar. The result is “Lamsayyer”, 
much used to prepare Terroir dishes. Indispensable for 
chicken tajines, this culture - in either sense of the word - could 
generate a complementary activity for women in the region.

As to cactus, its plantations, originally dedicated to catering 
and to soil restoration and preservation against erosion, hold 
the first rank nationnaly in standing surface and in production. 
Respectively 31 % and 26 %.... A Moroccan association for 
cactus development and two local farmers associations, reach 
out in the area of Rehamna area. To this list one should add 
several cooperatives, one producing rackets, jam and cactus 
seed oil. 

Lemon and citrine! One more stone!
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 Local Recipe  
« Tanjia » 

Traditionally prepared by men, this dish requires  
cooking in the ashes of the oven! This couldn’t be 
more Moroccan! 

For 8 to 10 servings 
4 kg of veal 

1 glass of olive oil 
1 table spoon of rancid butter 

1 clove of garlic 
1 tea spoon of cumin

 1 pinch of Taliouine saffron 
1 preserved limonette 

1 terra-cotta jar from Temgrout or Sale 

Remove the limonette seeds and cut it in 4. 
Put all the ingredients in a jar. Close hermetically. 
Bring the jar to the man who warms the oven. 
He will leave to cook for 4 to 5 h in the ashes. 
Open and pour the preparation into a large dish. 
Serve it warm.

Gourmandise
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« Spurges sometimes hang on, 
 sometimes spread out like a green sea »

Curiosity : Going back in Time !

 There was a time when the Tadla-Azilal region was a vast plain with 
lakes and forests. Dinosaurs dominated all other species, on the land to become 
Demnate. Homo Sapiens was not born yet. I imagine the Azilal central High Atlas 
as an open marine gulf lined on the South East by flooded plains.
By a spectacular “ geologic fate “ rock keeps track of these giants’ presence. Close 
to Demnate, a small road drives me on the steps of sauropod dinosaurs. The most 
impressive species of herbivorous dinosaurs having lived on earth 200 million 
years ago and theropods, three-toed carnivores whostood on their hind legs 185 
million years ago. I lay my feet in the foot steps of these species, now disappeared, 
and distractedly, I half listen to the explanations given by friendly squeaking kids 
who have come to tell me “ the true and verified story of the dinosaurs! “ 
Scattered in solitary tracks or clustered in herds, these exciting foot prints 
tracks are an invitation to think about each other’s fate! I know that the M’ 
Goun Geography park extends over 12 000 square kms in the Tadla Azilal Region 
is concerned with geology, prehistory and extinct species like this mysterious 
panther …

  The road offers itself to sight and on the edge of my lashes, I catch a glimpse of shepherds dressed in traditional jellabas, not yet the festive 
clothes, wool and white silk weaved by women in Bzou. These shepherds, comfortably moving about these landscapes where plains, mountains and valleys 
alternate, are challenged by strange young birds wearing sweatshirts of a provocative red. It’s the clash of generations, as rough as spurges, that 
sometimes hang on, sometimes spread out like a green sea, a huge pantry for the bees to visit. Spurges and carob trees are everywhere on my route. 
Green stands out as well as the olive trees’ proud position as far as the eye can see. Harvested fields, land opened to autumn sowers give way to a slightly 
climbing road. Wise almond trees in terraces seem chilly, I shall return in the spring to celebrate their new blossoms and find my way back to such a 
particular flavour. On my way, in a dazzling crash, the Ouzoud falls, falls boldly  throw themselves down  a 100 meter cliff in a dazzling clash. At sunset, 
the scenery is stunning. I close my eyes so I can better feel my heart beat. I keep in my mind landscapes from the “happy valley“ of Ait-Bouguemez: a wild 
setting inhabited by proud people devoted to their collective memory. For those who want to listen, fortified storage areas , words from the Amazighe 
woman poet, Mririda N’ Ait Attik, born to another valley, the Tassaout  “and if you are still afraid of forgetting, listen to the Tassaout, the beloved river, 
rolling and singing its same water song over the pebbles of your childhood; it’s also your name that it murmurs tirelessly “. The sunshine of her words 
and that of the sky seep into the many valleys, so entertwined that I shall surely be mistaken counting them. A labyrinth of bumps, hollows, overhangs, 
strange notches and natural bridges up to the circling horizon where High Atlas cliffs frown.

VIII In quest of the Terroir, Tadla Azilal

In Demnate, I learn that dinosaurs 
were here before me! Did they open up 
landscapes while they made their way? 
The altitude reminds me of the stately 
demeanor of disappeared animals, 
of framed ground enclosed by the 
ploughshare track, by the hoe, it’s 
colour the same red as that of the sorbs. 
Walnuts leaves tinkle with bronze and 
orange! In this Terroir, the taste is 
incredibly and pleasantly wild!
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 With her frail appearance, Malika is a 27-year-
old young woman as many in Morocco: devoted to her 
family, to her neighbors, to her land. A fatherless orphan 
as a child, Malika, welcomes us, the traditional clothes 
she wears  show her sense of identity. She left school to 
look after her mother and her younger sister. This sacrifice 
seemed natural to this young woman. Once an adult, 
however, she entered a fashion school. But in 2005 Malika 
decides to 
return to her small village. It was at that time that the 
cooperative project started “here, in my village, every family 
owns between 50 and 100 walnuts. We also have quince trees 
and some raise cattle for milk. Thanks to trainning session, I 
learned to process and to add value to productions “.
Elected president in 2007, Malika masters the agricultural 
practices of her Region, Tadla Azilal, particularly those of 
her small village where snow sometimes reigns! Malika 
never misses an agricultural fair or show, to promote 
the work of the women in the cooperative. Satisfaction, 
efforts and reliefs are the words to soothe her!
She tells about loving the smell of the earth after the 
rain, her mother’s soft hands and the collective dream of 
success for the cooperative. She acknowledges the 
darkness of hard times and the whiteness of tamed 
happiness! Just before I leave her, Malika gives me a detail, 
a memory of a childhood at school: a teacher who was not 
satisfied with the results of the whole class had decided 
to sanction the pupils, including Malika, beating the sole 
of their feet. A spontaneous solidarity was organized and 
under their desks, pupils passed the only pair of socks in 
the class to each other! A fine proof of community spirit! 
While telling us this story, Malika treats us to a giggle, 
echoes of which reach Taroudant vibrate!

WALNUT
AIT BOUGUEMEZ

 This cooperative whose name means “twins”, was 
created as part of a project financially supported by “Agronomists 
and veterinary doctors without borders and the EU”, aiming at 
the economic development of Ait Bouguemez, and is operational 
since 2007. There are 13 women members of this Tikniouine 
Cooperative. Several trainings sessions have been suggested to 
the women, in particular about cow’s milk cheese production, 
walnut oil extraction, quince jams, tomatoes and saffron. 
Products are marketed through agricultural fairs and shops in 
Rabat, Marrakesh …
 

« Malika, between the darkness of hard times 
and the whiteness of tamed happiness!  »

WALNUTAIT BOUGUEMEZ
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SPURGEHONEY TADLA AZILAL

« Honey and spurge, 
a happy union !  »

 Thanks to its unique ocean of spurges, the Tadla Azilal region 
forms a pantry for all bumble bees in the Kingdom to visit it comes as no 
surprise that this Protected Geographical Indication was awarded to “Miel 
d’euphorbe Tadla Azilal”* from this Region. Spurge extends along the dir 
(the foot of the mountain) from Demnate to El Ksiba over a surface of 
over 8 000 ha in the Province of Beni-Mellal only. 
Well rooted in the collective heritage, spurge honey production is an 
ancestral activity. 
The annual production of honey is approximately 350T and should reach 
close to 600T by the year 2015. This very rare brown coloured honey is 
appreciated for its nourishing and medicinal virtues. It remains most 
appreciated by consumers and enjoys international fame… It is used in 
the baking of traditional cakes, is very energetic and low in proteins. A 
center for the promotion of honey products was created in Afourer, 
with financial support from the Green Morocco Plan. A total of 4,700 
beekeepers benefit from this centre, which includes an exhibition hall and 
a honey -testing laboratory. Following the introduction of modern hives in 
1992 and the professional organization - beekeeping cooperatives union -
the process for promotion of an outstanding honey is in place, its marketing 
already contributing to increase small farmers’ income.

* Translator’s note: Tadla Azilal spurge honey
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« I eat peppers from time to time »
PEPPERSOULED ALI

 Just before my road crossed Fatima’s, a hot pepper 
and other vegetables picker, I would have liked one more 
nap in this elegant relay in the region where some photo 
or wild boar hunters take some rest. Come on, one mustn’t 
soften when travelling! Back up my feet, I risk an eye around 
me on my way towards Ouled Ali. The air is wet, the fog of 
dawn dresses hot peppers drying out as far as the eye can see. 
Visual punctuation, heaps of a hot red highlight the 
green irrigated land plots walled in by rocks. It is only the 
beginning of landscape with its lines, its outlines: it seems to 
me that the sunlight will give birth to colours!
Patience. Fatima is in the middle of a plantation. Bent over, 
she agrees to briefly answer my questions. Yes, she’s been 
a picker for a dozen years. Niora (Morrocan sweet pepper 
Translator’s note), lemons, onions, the Region is full of jobs 
“ if you can cope physically, here you can work all year long “ 
she says stressing that she hopes to find a really stable job, 
why not thanks to walnuts, almonds or honey, Terroir product  
sectors that are getting organized . I leave Fatima bearing in 
mind that from now on I shall think of her and all those pickers 
whenever I crunch a pepper! In front of the door of the EL Hajla 
Cooperative - the red partridge - an excellent smell titillates my 
nose: paprika invites itself here just like the rain, it’s 4 seasons 
a day here! 
Air-dried, hot peppers don’t appreciate these showers, 
maybe ovens will arrive just in time? The atmosphere 
inside is hot, the orange colour pervade… The Tadla Azilal 
region is the 1st producing region for hot peppers in the 
Kingdom, about 90 % of the national production originates 
from here. Guided by the president of the cooperative’s 
indications, I easily find bags of an excellent paprika to buy at 
the nearby gas station,  an outlet for Niora and its by-products!
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« The thing I love  when I feed the land, is that 
it will give me its fruits  »

POMEGRENATEOULED ABDELLAH

 He says so easily, the green colour is soothing to his eyes. And 
certainly to his heart, I guess. Seated, his hands crossed quietly, Mohamed 
speaks. Of a farmer’s life, the son of a farmer who became the president of 
a cooperative. “ When I was a child, my parents forced me to work on their 
lands. Today nobody forces me anymore, my job is my own choice. What I 
like about feeding the land, is that it will later give me its fruits. “ Mohamed 
is peaceful, completely indifferent to the mighty fuss that reigns inside 
the cooperative compound where customers line up and bargain. When 
I ask him share a memory, slightly sinks,tears are not so far … “ It’s 
kind of regret. After my father’s death in 1980 I decided to quit school. I 
can’t manage to forget the 10km during which, my mother Safia, walked 
behind me, begging me to go back to school. I didn’t give in. I regret not 
having continued my studies, it would have been so useful to me! “
What for? I ask “ to speak to you without a translator! I fervently 
encourage my children to study. Yesterday, one of my sons who had 
quit school asked the local association if he could go back to studying!“ 
Continuing like an emotional film sequence, Mohamed confides that there 
is nothing he likes more than the smell of cattle and that of pomegranate 
flowers, the times spent in Al Jadida, a city he loves “ but even if you 
offered me a whole life over there, surrounded with pomegranate trees 
plantations I would refuse. My land and its quality, the climate in my 
village, I would miss it all far too much! “

 Tender, sweet, dark red coloured and soft skinned, the fruits 
of the pomegrenate tree are a pure pleasure! But beyond that, there is 
an economic challenge at stake: 
45 % of the pomegrenates production in the Kingdom covers a surface of 
15 % on the national scale! The current production in Tadla is 28,800 tons 
a year. The region anticipates a yearly production of 33,000T by 2013 and 
41,000T by 2020. The cultivated surface, currently 1,410 hectares, would 
reach 1,600 ha by 2013 and 1,800 ha by 2020, which means 31% increase. 
Friday is the day I pay a visit to the Ouled Abdellah Cooperative, each 
and everyone hard at work before the prayer! Vehicles carrying boxes 
filled with extraordinarily larged and  colourful pomegrenates come and 
go. Here, 104 members ensure picking and commercialization of the fruit 
that was awarded the Protected Geographical Indication label (PGI) in 
April 2011 under the name “Grenade Sefri Ouled Abdellah”, a reward for 
teamwork started in the 80’s. It was in 2010, the year the cooperative 
was created as part of the Green Morocco Plan,  that resources were 
effectively shared. At first an association - as it is often the case in Morocco 
- “Abdeliya” proved to be an active factor for the promotion of this fruit, 
the culture of which generates approximately 9,000 permanent jobs in 
the Region! In Ouled Abdellah 88 producers are on a waiting list to join, 
which goes to prove the success of this cooperative which has building a 
conditioning unit as an objective. A moussem with fantasia and activities 
has been organized in the autumn, since 2003. An opportunity for this 
region to draw attention on a heritage production, for the farmers to 
show their dynamism, and finally to develop a Terroir  tourism! The final 
word is a producer’s “ come and see our festival with over 1,000 prancing 
horses / … If Sefrou has cherries, Kela’at has roses,then you had better 
learn that here we have pomegrenates! “ 
And a garnet for my necklace.

POMEGRENATE
OULED ABDELLAH

SEFRI
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Gourmandise

Local Recipe
 «  Honey, orange and walnuts cake »

Ingredients:
200 g of flour 

150 g of fresh butter 
120 g of sugar 

4 eggs 
1 Moroccan orange 

1 sachet of baking powder 
100 g of walnuts 

2 table spoons of spurge honey

Grate the zest of the orange and put aside. 
Press the orange for its juice. Crush walnut kernels. 
With a whip mix sugar and butter, add flour, baking powder, orange juice 
and peel, honey and the 4 eggs beaten beforehand. 
Incorporate walnuts.
Preheat the oven thermostat 7 to 180/200 ° 
Butter a loaf pan and pour the preparation which needs to be homogeneous .

Cook for about 40 mn.
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« To slow down  and allow oneself  to be 
overtaken »

In quest of the Terroir, Chaouia OuardighaIX

 A blue line, a bar of buildings and lampposts, streetlights waiting only for Saint-Exupery heroes! From the hotel 
where I find myself, the sun decides to take the window pane, cutting the ground into elegant arabesques. I would have 
wanted to stay, but outside is calling. I greet a yellow taxi and take a French leave, by car! The rain invites itself as I make my 
way  Settat. A hedge of olive trees trimmed like tumblers collects water escaping from the sky.
Out in the fields whispering of Terroir, mean are installing a drip irrigation system. 
To slow down and allow oneself to be overtaken by a white horse drawn cart. This rural and collective taxi is certainly on its 
way to the village, snorting without caring about the rain. Again green meadows and bald hills, the smells of El Brouj mint, 
verbena tea, the taste of cumin and the blowing wind. The earth is bicker here and asks only to be sown. There is a bit of Ireland 
here with me. 
The yellow of rapeseed in love with absinthe. El Brouj is near, hunger overwhelms me, I appease it by crunching two delicious 
dried figs from Ain Kaicher.
A changeable sky spreads out a few chilly clouds, here the Kingdom’s pomegrenate trees are called Tmassine and none belong 
to the grenadier guards ! The landscape opens on a high and beautiful plateau covered by grey soil which the plow has cratched. 
Mats of mauve of a sober and luxurious beauty are bordered by rocks outlining fellahs’ property. On the horizon line, hooded 
shepherds watch funny sheep, their eyes circled with black... 

land
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ABSINTHEMINT ABSINTHEVERBENA
ABSINTHEEL BROUJ

 My meeing with Abdelhaq, president of the Drissia Cooperative 
created in 2012, is arranged on a colourful and lively marketplace. 25 km 
from Settat, this small town gives priority to the El Brouj mint, planted on 1 
ha plots. “ With the Center of the Agricultural Works, our association has set 
up a school in the fields “ explains Abdelhaq. “ Formations promote a greater 
awareness about phytosanitary risks for adults and young people. “
With 47 “pupils”, this school aims to answer questions about the use of 
fertilizers in a traditional Terroir agriculture  “ I don’t really know how long 
ago mint has been cultivated here and that’s why according to me, it has 
always been “ assert Abdelhaq. The yield reaches 14 tons per hectare for a 
total of 1,800 hectares dedicated to mint, in 7 municipalities in the region. 
A product about which connoisseurs say “it has more scent, it’s a tastier 
mint and its stalk is recognizable.» 
The green of alexandrite and of mint are twins.

 They live on a lake and cultivate this plant which warms up bodies and hearts. 
Absinthe is linked to the rocky soil on which these people live. “ Our Al Anouar Cooperative 
was created in 2011 to support the absinthe production and commercialization. We have 
50 members “explains Abdallah the president of Al Anouar. A plantation of absinthe, with a  
lifespan of 3years, requires to be irrigated twice a week. A well help producers to cope with 
this… Weeding and picking are by hand “ this is the most difficult part“ says a farmer who adds 
“with the cooperative we are going to improve our marketing methods and thus our income. “

« The absinthe fishermen »

 Moroccan tea variations
Mint usually accompanies Moroccan tea. It quenches 
thirst and facilitates digestion. Secondly, it is rare and less 
tasty outside the summer season. Tea is then drunk pure 
or improved with other plants. 

Absinthe: this plant is frequently used with Moroccan 
tea in the winter. Its flavour is powerful: the tip of a stalk 
is plenty. Scald it before introducing it into the teapot 
(throw away the first water). The absinthe stimulates 
blood circulation and helps digestion. 

The arabic gum ( la’alk ): this acacia resin is sometimes 
used by people in the desert. Tasteless, it melts in tea, 
making it more syrupy and foamy. It could be beneficial 
for articulations.
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« You will never find a sheep with 
a red head here …  »

BREEDERSARDI SARDIEL BROUJ SARDI

 So speaks Al Miloudi, a proud Sardi breeder. 
This man who welcomes me to his farm does not hesitate a minute to 
select a few of his rams, in order for me to approach them. The sheep 
whose eyes are set with beautiful deep black caper about. A real star 
parade! Al Miloudi, greige and salmon coloured jellaba, was awarded the 
best breeder trophy by the National Association of Ovine 
and Caprine Breeders. “ I started to learn this job from my 
father. Repeatedly, he’s punished me for what seemed to me peanuts, but 
is actually essential. Learning to recognize, among lambs, the one who will 
grow into a Sardi. A sheep about which customers will say “ I want that 
one! “ 
The father of 5 sons, he has a lot of hope in the first steps of 
Abderrazaq, 11 years old as a fellah “ my son has a gift, he knows how to 
choose, I pass on to him my father’s ancestral methods and those I have 
learned from technicians of the National Association of Sheep and Goat 
Stockbreeders, ANOC. It is a good combination. “
Lucerne, corn, bran and barley, are the basic food for the 35 ram herd 
selected to compete and 188 ewes. Luxury sheep for a meat of 
outstanding value. “ In my life, I ‘ve had moments when drought left 
little chance for breeding. In times like that, I used to say to myself: 
“ What are you getting out of this? Sell everything! But soon passion 
takes over. It holds me and will not let go. Support of our King is 
precious. “ A charismatic man, Al Miloudi is so touching when he agrees 
to confide. “I love my children! You ask me what is my favorite smell? It’s 
their smell! And also the smell  of may sheep farm “ he says laughing and 
squinting his eyes “ since you would like to know everything, I like to 
touch bread, to listen to music. And I have a dream: to go to Mecca. “ Al 
Miloudi leaves space only to Sardis “ they  radiate strength and power 
quite naturally “. Looking at him with his rams, I can draw analogy in the 
attitude between this proud breeder and his haughty animals!

 Having entered into the profession as early as the age 
of 14, Abdelfatah is specialized in the sale of Sardi meat “ most  
butchers sell ewes of this race. Rams are reserved for breeding and 
for the Eid El Kebir sacrifice. These animals are taken care of like 
babies! The meat is red, and has a special, refined taste.”

 Sardi main features. 

Rustic, well adapted to its environment and to a sparse herd’s 
rangeland, Sardi represents 13 % of national ovine consumption. 
Females don’t have  horns, on the contrary, the rams horns are 
very developed and open, a bit like the wild mouflon’s. The eyes 
are encircled with a black circle, like a pair of glasses. The average 
weight varies from 70 to 100 kg for males. Females weight from 
50 to 60 kg.
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« I have a craving for a blood orange... »

X In quest of the Terroir, Doukkala Abda

Each and every step brings me 
closer to Sidi Chikker. 
A Small sinuous road with 
adjacent zones dressed with 
eucalyptus trees planted 
on a pale red sand. I have a 
craving for blood orange, 
to lay on painting these 
shadows liftef by the acute 
greenness, dragging langour 
and slowness. A carpet, a truly 
joint work of art signed by 
nature and men, fills my eyes. 
Woven with yellow flowers, 
green grass and this brown 
wool, the ground of Doukkala 
Abda.

 Here the earth sometimes rests quietly.  Brown coloured, braided with olive trees, populated with houses suggesting a slight 
effect of mimicry with the nearby hills, it offers hospitality to oueds. On the ground, a gray, red, and pink coloured mosaic is sewn with a 
wide hem of cedar trees.
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CAPERSCUMIN CAPERSSIDI CHIKER SAFICUMIN

What are the main features of this cumin? 
“ This is an organic beldi cumin, hand weeded, 
picked. It’s a local, historic production, and 
if you follow the smell of cumin in Sidi Chiker 
no doubt you will find the place for storage! “ Today 
commercialized in Marrakesh as well as in terroir 
agricultural fairs, this cumin, should soon, reach a 
deserved fame!

 Decembers ploughings are finished when I arrive in Sidi Chiker. The semi-arid environment contrasts with a warm 
welcome. This young cooperative was created in 2012, “ Sabil Alkeir “ has 42 members who cultivate cumin, each on a surface of 
approximately 1 hectare, yielding 400kg per ha … “ Our objectives are to improve the yields, to increase our production and to improve 
storage. We’ve already pooled our ressources! “ Hmer, a member of the cooperative explains. I learn that too much water damages 
this ancestral culture of cumin “we’ve been producing it for a long time, cumin is in our memories “ says Rhamna. Members insist on 
the existence of a provincial association supporting cumin production, and mention  a project aiming at creating 5 cooperatives for 
5 municipalities. “You know, we till the  soil here several times: twice in wintertime. In January we sow by broadcasting the seeds. That’s 
when a real know-how is necessary, because the wind can contradict our gestures! After that, we leave it to the sky until it’s time to weed …
Then we harvest … “

 The capers sector is essential. Although generally cultivated, Moroccan capers are internationally 
reknown.
The Alkhadra Cooperative located in Sebt Gzoula belongs to the sector  of “capers”, which is gradually 
being structured. “Alkhadra” means “green”. Some 60 members have joined the cooperative. They have 
more than one story up their sleeve! According to Adil, the co-op treasurer, migrating locusts would have 
brought seeds that grew wild along the Atlantic Coast. Still according to Adil, seeds grew into caper shrubs 
and produced capers without anyone’s help! The natives population wasn’t interested. Until the time when 
the Jewish community from Sebt Gzoula asked for capers to be gathered. According to Adil this was back  
in 1980 … Other versions mention the year 1920 … 
At present, culture and production diversification are expanding. 
Diversification, is the keyword for Alkhadra members here. Capers are recommended very widely as a con-
diment, tapenade and stuffed olives exemplify this well. The cooperative sells and processes 20 tons of 
capers. Objective set for, after the opening of the new production unit bing implemented: 600 tons / week!
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GRAPE DOUKKALI
GRAPE

 Covering a surface of 12 500 ha, distributed 
over 20 municipalities, Doukkali vines are, for some, 
over a 100 years old. This vineyard has learned to put 
up with a poor soil, with both little irrigation and a 
low phytosanitary treatment. 
Sold on the local and national markets, these grapes 
are consumed fresh or are traditionally dried by 
women in the region. Doukkali raisins are then used 
for the preparation of “Mrouzia”, on the occasion of 
Eid al-Adha. 
The vineyard is useful against desertification and is 
considered a heritage to be protected.

« Doukkali, a patrimonial vineyard »
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« Dreaming of red petals of cactuses to crunch! »

XI In quest of the Terroir, Grand Casablanca

 Here I am on the Terroir of Grand Casablanca. On my way to discover a space where “gourmandise” bears the name “ quince jam 
and mint tea “. I l’m eager to stretch my legs and I venture  on a talkative path lavish with colours, mentholated scents and bits of daily bliss. 
From there, I can observe the site before me in detail: 
nothing but orchards and palm trees. A small cultivated 
valley, quite Moroccan! A green Morocco, soft cactuses 
flowers, a Morocco where llight flows back  from the 
ocean nerby. I turn around and drive back slowly 
towards the city where I fall asleep happier than ever. 
Comforted by dreaming of red petals of cactuses to 
crunch!

PEPPERSHOT PEPPERS OUED EL MALEH

 All along Oued El Maleh, which runs and sometimes mutters, hot peppers that make this 
Terroir famous are found. On a surface of 100 ha, yielding 15 ton per hectare, this very hot pepper was introduced 
to this region of Morocco during the 1920’s. Very surprising with such a particularly hot taste, it is very popular 
locally, and sold fresh on the stalls in the souks. Collective know-how contributes in perpetuating this culture 
ingrained in the fellahs’ tradition. Oued El Maleh’s hot pepper are also processed: crushed, dried, fermented or 
ground into powder, it adds taste to many dishes!!

Terroir
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MINTMINTTAMARIS

« In Dar Bouazza even pharmacies are called “Tamaris!” »

 Mokhtar is an old man. I manage to locate his plot of land squeezed 
between new buildings and the road “ I’ve been in this business here since 1954 and 
I will not sell this land! “ he says. With a wide gesture, he shows agricultural parcels 
with cabbages, cardoons and other vegetables. I notice the mint  especially
“this is the Tamaris mint “ and he adds with a freshly picked bunched perfuming 
the air to his words.
Mokhtar ties the bunches with a tie made from a plant: the doum. A reed that 
grows just next to mint. Everything is crystal clear, everything seems simple 
“there is a solution for everything except for death “ he says. His main 
activity is based on the sale of the Tamaris mint, and he picks the leaves  with his 
family all year long. The tea he offers me after this meeting releases flavours of 
basil. Mint has definitively made me fall in love with Morocco and its Terroirs.

 Houses are small, surrounded by meadows and fig trees. The Mejdoubia cactus delimits each other’s plots of land. One 
night spent in Casablanca has reassured me: the Terroir is not a concept only and its products really feed city-dwellers. I forgot today 
was a Sunday morning. The city is as empty as the shell of swallowed egg. Where are the farmers? My steps take me to the people of 
land who meet up in the Sidi Moussa Ben Ali souk, scarce roots on a sharp slope and, my imagination on the go, I wald up and 
down the buzzing and brightly coloured  stalls. Over there, a dromedary’s head meat is on sale. A lazy wind shakes the branches 
of the trees on the side of the road. Their tiny round and red fruits grow in clusters, and dance, while hot peppers, turnips, beets, 
cardoons, pickling onions and oranges are displayed next to sweet vendors and cakes of all kinds. I wander about, smell and look 
around for quince trees. The day frays away with it’s share of surprises. At sunset, I discover “ small fresh vegetables from the Grand
Casablanca. “ A unique atmosphere, an evening for picnics! Families coming from Casablanca to demonstrate their attachment to the 
countryside, an authentic breath of fresh air after a week without greenery, in the standardization of sanitized offices! All along the road 
crossing the oued, parents and children  settle on strips of grasse, and share a barbecue. No doubt they will return to the city with the smiles 
of country folk in the secret of their hearts, and a basket full of delicious small fresh-from-the-morning  vegetables.

« A basket full of small fresh vegetables 
from Grand Casablanca! »

Terroir Itinerary, Casablanca

flavours
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Local Recipe 
«High Tea from Grand Casablanca»

Terroir four o’clock 
Prepare a pot of tea with mint Tamaris

Serve accompanied by quince jam coated meloui 

Recipe «  Quince Jam»

Ingredients:
(for 6 servings) 
1,5 kg of quinces 

 1,200 kg of granulated sugar 
Water

Cut quinces in four, peel them and eliminate pips, (you will have 
approximately 1,200 kg of fruits). 
Put peeled and cut quinces in a stewpot, cover with water. Cook until 
pieces are soft (for about 1 hour). 
Drain, weigh, add the same quantity of sugar and continue cooking at 
medium heat during 1 hour. 
When syrup becomes very thick, jam is ready, you can put it in jars. 

GourmandiseQUINCESOUED EL MALEHQUINCES

 Not far from Oued El Maleh, nearby Sidi Moussa Ben Ali, 
quince trees orchards are lined up. The quince trees of this Terroir 
Strong  are vigourous and yield  a good harvest,  they have been in the 
history of this region for almost hundred years! Used as vegetables 
in tagines or cooked for jams, its fruits are soft and fragrant. These 
quinces pear shaped and have a pleasant apple-like taste! They are 
harvested in August, at the very time when the skin of the fruit turns 
from green to yellow: then the pulp is as tender as one might wish, 
and with a high level of pectin for even better jams and jellies! 
The Oued El Maleh Cooperative was created in 2012 and is presided 
by Si Khyati. With 60 members, this structure aims to develop, 
rehabilitation and extension of the culture of Oued El Maleh’s 
quince tree culture, with support from the Green Morocco Plan 2nd 
Phase. 
Another stone found: the quince coloured spinel !
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« Rabat ochre ramparts cut my sight »

XII In quest of the Terroir,  Rabat Sale Zemmour Zaër

 The sky winks and pours its tears on the Terroir I’m getting to discover. There is no coincidence. 
The ochre ramparts of Rabat cut my sight and the tram cuts through the city I leave behind, destination Sale. I still have in mind the 
blue alleys leading to the Garden of the Oudayas. Rabat, a city of joyful mist and salty spatters is now listed as a World Heritage. 
Rightly so.
Wide black cows’ silhouettes obstruct my view. And these frail vestals dressed in red jellabas looking after them might even find 
truffles. The Ma’amora forest lends its shadows to this delicacy. The fog is nesting through branches through which , I catch a glimpse  
of  ghosts slyly  sliding away. I move ahead, the sun is slumming. In the distance, houses are scattered and cut against the horizon line 
in the gleaming fog. Pinkish squares, white sheep like dots in a green rectangle, fed by the wind and this pattern layed out by man in 
line with his laborious ploughings. These greeny landscapes, of a green that you breathe with both lungs and eyes and  will slake  any 
thirst, put me in a good mood and I believe I inhale the still distant Oulmes lavandin

countryside
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TRUFFLESTRUFFLESMA’AMORA

 « Under the trees, truffles »
« It’s not nostalgia this village blends into, 

but into the future. »

Terroir Itinerary, towards Oulmès

 A quest for frgrances and some flowers. I take the road towards Oulmès. in its wild purity a rusty Terroir prompts me to write 
“harissa” on my everyday notebook. Tortuous trees fringe off the landscape. Changing moods, the earth has turned touchy and dark. Straight to 
a very warm coffee! Milk is waiting for me in Oulmès with washerwomen in, and its meadows where cowbells ring, undulation of grassy hillocks 
dotted with olive trees and lavandins. Nothing more exists than these age-old gestures, clippers in hand: cutting the dead wood. It’s not nostalgia 
this village blends into, but into the future.

  “I collect since the age of 10. And I ‘m 38 now! My friend Larbi is also my instructor for mushrooms, it’s thanks to him that 
I know everything I do. “ Bouazza is a truffle collector. In order to spot them, he and his colleagues, they only need to follow the 
road and to pay attention to the piles of brown earth balls. They symbolically represent the truffles from the nearby forest, and 
are, as such, a kind of commercial sign for the collectors. 
“Passers-by buy our harvest. Mostly Moroccan tourists. From February until May, there are a lot of people here. “ Bouazza and Larbi 
looks for the gourmets’ mushroom thanks to their knowledge of the biotope. A small white flower encourages them to dig 
further, often it will lead to truffles, as usually they grow cose by. “Some collectors, in France for example, have a dog or a pig, or 
watch a special fly to find truffles. I do all three at the same time “ explains Bouazza in a loud roar of laughter. From dawn to sunset, 
he and his friend take turns in the forest. 
One searches, the other one sells, their range covers about 12 km. A simple life made of real connivance with the forest, such is the 
everyday life of these taste researchers. For my collection, I pick a rock crystal for my collection, as precious as truffles.
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LAVANDINLAVANDINOULMÈS

 A man with a blue blouse and a green hat is kneeling in the 
lavandin field. He is maintaining his crop and willingly agrees to play the game 
of questions and answers. So I learn that he sells his lavandin to buyers com-
ing from Casablanca and Marrakesh, in 30 kg bags. Ali is meticulous; he selects 
the plants that are too old, chops them down in one go with his clippers and 
plants the cuttings a bit farther.
The lavandin - mauve tanzanite for my jewel - of this Terroir is cultivated on 
a surface of 1 600 ha with a yield of 5 Qx / ha of dried flowers. The annual 
production of dried flowers is estimated at 800 tons. Oulmes lavandin is well 
adapted to the weather conditions of this region and enjoys a national fame. 
Totally organic and cultivated in bour zones, it is partly transformed 
into essential oil, which is good for treating infections, muscle spasms and 
inflammations.
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 Haddou is easy to find. You should simply look for pastures, 
for a herd of young bulls, joined by goats and sheep. It’s there, below 
the road leading to Dar El Haroussi, that one can catch this hwise man’s 
silhouette, a shepherd among shepherds! “ I don’t practice transhumance    
regularly, my cows give me a calf each year and my father raised these cows 
before me….. They don’t give a lot of milk, 3 to 4 liters, but their meat is 
highly priced. “

« My father raised these cows before me… »
CATTLEOULMÈS

 Actually, the Oulmes Zaër breed enjoys 
international fame. Their meat is widely used by the 
connoisseurs to be served with couscous vegetables 
and even barbecued . A suckler cow breed, well adapted 
to mountain conditions, this cow is rustic and solid. 
The cradle of this race is Oulmes, on the 
Zaër-Roumani plateau, the present population is 
estimated at 80,000 heads for a meat production of 
aproximately 2,500 tons per year.

CATTLEOULMÈS
OULMÈS
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GRAPE MUSCAT HONEYSKHIRAT HIVESGREEN BEANS BOUKNADEL

 « Delicious grapes and green beans! »

taste

 Nearby Rabat’s suburbs, a cork-oak forest and modern 
hives whose tenants are sleep … 
Abdelfattah, president of the Rahiq Cooperative which counts 7 
members, is lucid “ our honey exists thanks to bees’ transhumance! “ 
From Agadir where thyme is gathered, to Beni Mellal where spurges 
are abundant, from February untill October hives travel. They have 
space for storage and equipment that makes them look like hazy 
cosmonauts, the bee-keepers sell their production during fairs. 

 When a French or Swiss gourmet enjoys a delicious
salad of fresh green beans “from Morocco“, these vegetables 
are likely to come from Sabbah or Ain Attiq. There indeed, 
about 7 000 tons of so called “green beans of Skhirat” are 
harvested. Extra-fin, dark green coloured this bean grows on a dwarf 
plant.

Competing with green beans, in terms of tonnage and quality, in a 
quite different vein of taste, the Skhirat grape, initially introduced 
by French settlers for wine production, is nowadays consumed fresh 
or dryed into raisins, to accommodate tagines and couscous. The 
vineyard covers 700 ha and the Muscat flavour remains dominant...
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« Like a lifelong friend, wheat writes 
   the story of  a  brighter future. »

Terroir Itinerary, Ain Sbit LENTILSAIN SBIT
LENTILS

  After the storks in the fields, 
cormorants in the oueds fill the sky. They dry their 
wings over a gravel pit. Romani is announced. 
Forests too. Glancing over the road towards Ain 
Sbit the ground cracks and splits lengthwise. 
Mountain with “equipped kitchen “, cultures at 
every floor! Here, it’s a place for each and every 
thing, a thing for each thing and each thing in its 
place. Sweet flavours come in to the palate and 
like a longlife friend, wheat writes the story of a  
brighter future. The Atlas watches the languid, 
styled Terroir.. Harmonious. 

Laadis? Laadis? Land of lentils?

 Mohamed and Hicham cultivate lentils. The first has the wisdom of years gone by crossbred with a hint  of 
nostalgia. The second has the ambition of a thirty years old man. Mohamed speaks first! “ I started lentils in the 70’s but it’s a 
much older culture. We alternate wheat and lentils. The earth gets little rest. Wheat has an important economic value. Here, we use 
lentil plant straw to manure Eid rams … Beldi Ram… I cultivated approximately 40 ha. My children left, then labour became too 
expensive, and I stopped producing for others. So my lentils I keep them for myself and I cook them as the any Moroccan does: with 
onions, tomatoes, peppers, hot peppers, salt and olive oil. Nothing too complicated! “ In his turn, Hicham speaks and shows me the 
lentils in his warehouse “ here all the fellahs grow lentils. They are of a good quality because the land is good. 2 varieties which are 
cultivated in Ain Sbit have strange names: Cinq and Nylon … they’ve always been called that way. “ 
A stone round as lentil, smoked quartz and a necklace to come!
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Local Recipe 
«  Goat kid and lentils  »

for 5 / 6 servings

Ingredients:
1 kid saddle about 2 kg 

1 kg 500 of lentils 
300 gr of Tafraout almonds 
300 gr of Chiadma raisins 

1 bouquet of mint, of rosemary, of thyme 
1 lemon 

salt, pepper,
 olive oil 

Chop rosemary, mint, thyme and add lemon juice. 
Rub the kid saddle with this mixture. In a pot heat the olive oil 
and roast the meat, then cook covered for about 15 minutes 
per 500g of meat. Add water from time to time. 
Boil lentils, drain them and add them in the pot. 
Add raisins previously soaked in water and almonds. Serve it 
warm!

Gourmandise
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« The land of ‘Haute-couture’ »

XIII In quest of the Terroir, Gharb Chrarda Beni Hssen

 The moon in the sky chases the sun. Sometimes missing, yesterday evening round-shaped to watch over my 
sleep! And the quest continues over a pulsatile terrain like a long breath that I block the breathing out of.. Inspiring are 
these landscapes of a Terroir where ploughings have stretched over the ground, preparing it to receive seeds for future 
harvests. The forest is slightly shy, but the air wraps me with sweetness and with a sense of well-being. Oued Sebou rolls its 
waters that will be captured and used for irrigation during times of drought. I would never have thought of seeing as many 
different landscapes over few kilometers! 
Diversity is the word properly describing the wealth of Terroirs and products they generate.

Terroir
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ORANGESGHARB
ORANGES CHAMOMILEGHARB ARTICHOKE

 An oued, sand and a few chamomile flowers… This is what the 
Gharb region is about, where this “floweralicament” blooms. 
Used, in particular for their anti-inflammatory, wound healing and 
antibacterial benefits, these small yellow and white flowers are processed 
into essential oils and floral water. 

Chamomile is not the only one to offer its virtues to cure man’s 
ailments. In the same Terroir, artichokes, cyanara scolymus stimulates 
the liver. Enjoyed in salads, they help combat cellular aging.  As for its 
heart, it is eaten freshly or preserved in brine. Almost 3,000 hectares are 
dedicated to this culture in the Gharb Chrarda Beni Hssen area.

 In the Gharb, there is an open-air
secret. A round and soft surprise with “orange” as 
a name and conjugates in the plural. Medium-sized 
oranges from Gharb, offer their flavour, their sweet 
and generous juice. 
These handpicked oranges honor their Terroir of 
origin. 
Local orange trees blossoms visited by bees provide 
a sweet honey.
In springtimes, Gharb orange groves in exhale a 
delicate perfume that gourmets identify in cakes, 
pastries and other delicious desserts. A beautiful 
natural combination between land, people, flowers 
and bees, allowing the latter to forage orange 
trees blossoms. Indeed honey from this Terroir is 
surprinsingly sweet! 

If Gharb oranges are only medium-sized, speaking 
of flavour, juice and taste, they are all great! 

What a joy to add the beautiful orangy carnelian to 
this jewel which is taking shape.
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HONEYGHARB HONEY

 with a number generously exceeding 100 000 hives, the Gharb Chrarda Beni Hssen 
Terroir  can be proud of producing over 1,000 tons of honey. Quantity, quality and diversity 
in addition. This region is known for its melliferous biotope: multi-flower, eucalyptus, orange 
blossom. I add to this list two particular mentions. First, the Berseem honey (Trifolium 
Alexandrinum). Second, a brown red honey with a strangely bitter flavour at first taste, pleasantly 
turning to a roast coffee aftertaste. Connoisseurs will have recognized strawberry tree honey.
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«  Olive trees, and figs and all these 
full-flavoured delights ! »

XIV In quest of the Terroir, Tangier Tetouan

 Numbed by the coolness of dawn, after a night spent dreaming about nature - the region where I am hiking shelters the Talasamtane 
National Park. Here I am outside, I’m going dreaming. There is an inn, in the Jbel Bouhachem from which I greet the valley and the mountains which 
the sun has not  yet reached, every thing still as a draft,  as if all was still to build, like the future Bouhachem Natural Park. Peat bogs, tracks, water 
streams through pine and cedar forests! A bird sings. Or rather it pecks, it is a spotted woodpecker. Panthers hide deep in these forests, their  
presence confirmed  by certain farmers. I left the story of stones and boats behind Tangier, with the exquisite gossip of poets where painters hang, 
the white houses, the ceramic of minarets and the sorrow of departures in dazzling tatters. Indeed it is hot this tea this woman farmer who runs the 
in pours for me. 
She wears a 3 piece costume showing she 
belongs to Jbala country. I look at her profile, 
she tells of her journey to Tetouan while 
she decants Terroir herb tea and offers me 
Bouhachem honey, a terribly attractive 
Moroccan honey. From Jbala, she is indeed, 
but definitely Moroccan! 
Tetouan returns in this morning smoke. 
Tetouan places in a mountain setting, 
lascivious but alive, in love with Oued Martil 
where its fertility comes from. Olive trees, 
and figs and all these full-flavoured delights!
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« I wanted to work FOR the women from here.  »
OILRIF OILRIF

OLIVE

 Hanane’s tenderness isn’t far below under the appearance 
of an able and witty woman. Her voice, a beautiful skiff, is slightly 
shaky when it docks into the harbor of childhood “ I owe learning 
patience and the meaning of words “to have children” to my mother 
Habiba. She allowed me to study, in other words, she sacrificed herself 
for her 8 children.” Hanane explains, speaks, argues. A volunteer since 
she’s finished her studies - difficult to imagine that this very young 
woman has already been involved for 12 years in various associations, 
Hanane was elected president of the Rif Women Economic Interest 
Group in 2006, a group that includes 9 women’s cooperatives. Her life 
is a whirlwind, as she is herself, emphasizing her convictions sentence 
after sentence. “In this Northern region, particularly, women work a 
lot: children, house, olive trees. Assessing this, for me, a fellah girl, was 
a trigger. I aspired to contribute to improving living conditions through 
collective and collaborative work. In my view,  if a woman works then she 
has the same rights as a man.” One day, Hanane had to face the women 
of the EIG. In a soft but firm voice, she layed down such conditions as 
she understands success: “ do you want to improve your life? To have 
money? Then produce quality!”
Hanane bet on the women of the RIF, and she was right. The oil 
produced was twice rewarded: the first certificate for organic olive 
oil in Morocco, followed by the first certificate for fair trade! This 
product is labeled as PGI “Huile d’Olive Vierge Extra d’Ouezzane”*. The 
metaphor between the qualities of women and what they produce is 
a reality that will lead Hanane to make her dream come true “to find 
all women from Ouazzane tomorrow earning their own living, so that 
all their children can carry on studying, with no sacrifice of any kind.” 
Hanane is on the right track. 

*Translator’s note: Ouezzane Extra virgin olive oil

 Olive trees in the region grow essentially in the areas of Ouazzane, Chefchaouen, 
Tetouan and Larache. Cultivated there in bour zones and in mountains, olives supply delicious oil. 
It is obtained by trituration and extraction, and forms an integral part of the local population’s 
food habits; it is served for breakfast but also during other meals, accompanied with bread 
and soft white cheese. Farida extra-virgin olive oil is a product of the EIG “women  from the 
RIF”. With biological, fair trade and zero carbon certifications, this oil is proudly flies the 
Moroccan colours. Olive production diversification has allowed to develop an interesting range 
of organic by-products: olive paste, canned table olives, olive oil based soap and black soap. 
Thus about 300 women have a stable employment and income, thanks to the fruit of their 
labour..
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« The life of a free and cooperative fellah »
FIGOUAZZANE

 He is not content only with 
being born on this land. He wants to speak 
about it, to cultivate and to magnify it, 
“I believe that, like myself, everyone loves the 
land where he was born. Here, the land gives
back to you as much as you give to it. It’s an 
unforgettable land, and it’s calling 
you.“ Aziz, a former student, now the 
president of the Jnane RIF Economic 
Interest Group, has a  delicate smile and 
the quiet reflection of men who are not 
in a hurry but take time to build “I chose 
my path and I am going to continue along 
it. This path is the fig’s path. This beautiful 
cooperative has already allowed me to 
make one dream come true: being a free 
fellah! “ A kind of melancholy breaks 
through for a few minutes, on his face 
where one can read everything “I earn a 
living… Finally… I mean I work all year long 
without having to report to anyone for what 
I do. I would however like to earn just a little 
more. To own a house for example. “
A place to live that we one can imagine 
planted with nice-smelling roses the 
kind which Aziz much appreciates, and 
evenings to listen to Mohamed Laaroussi’s 
mesmerizing music. Offering him a very 
well paid employment somewhere in a 
large city would be a mistake “no way I 
would leave my land. Being fellah is a family 
activity. And it’s….a family activity, because 
I would like my children, the day I will be a 
father, to carry on this work.“ This is all that 
we wish him!

 In the Ouazzane area, over 1,000 ha are 
planted with fig trees. The annual production 
estimated at 500 tons is consumed fresh or dried. 
The sun, the farmers’ accomplice, provides to the 
Rhouddane and Bayda varieties the sugar to make 
good fruits. At the Jnane Rif cooperative, very close 
to Aïn Baïda - the white spring - about 25 tons of 
figs are processed. Fig paste with walnuts, almonds 
or peanuts, vacuum dried figs, oregano flavored, 
play their part in the local development and to the 
economic support to producers. Solidarity and 
sustainability, are essential to the life of farmers 
here. 

Fresh figs sometimes shine as the black jet stone I 
collect!

FIGOUAZZANE
FIGTREE
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 Samet 

Those who haven’t taste Samet during a visit in the Chefchaouen 
region need to go back, to test this delicious Terroir product. 
Consumed with butter and bread, this grape syrup  fits well into a 
plate of a’assida, this semolina and vermicelli soup. During the Eïd El 
Kbir celebration, women use it to make L’Mouria, a famous tagine 
with almonds and raisins. 
Samet could be found in the region at least 5 centuries ago. 
It stem from local varieties of grapes (Taferialte, Singu, 
Boukhanzi), and it’s sweetness is totally unpredictable in view of its 
very dark colour.
3 liters of grape juice are necessary to prepare 1 liter of Samet, this 
ratio confers Samet the quality of a “ great potential product. “ 
Yesterday’s product holds a promise for tomorrow.

« Tomorrow, at dawn, how nice to enjoy
goat cheese and rosemary infusion! »

Terroir Itinerary, Chefchaouen MAPSAMET
RIF

 To reach Chefchaouen, a fierce 
mountaineer, I cross alternately round and pointed 
mountains. Sometimes topped with boasting 
lined up olive trees. They fear neither altitude 
nor its friend, the freezing cold. In certain places 
salt shimmers in puddles, once, collected and 
processed, it will enhance the bath water of some 
beautiful languid city-dwellers. Chefchaouen is 
announced. The road criss-crosses, overlooks the 
Zan Doula Oued, rolling with the last rains ,  giving 
it their brown colour.
The soil rustles the foliages, all of its branches. 
Birds, mammals and reptiles enjoy, delight in 
silence. Winter is also announced. The town crier 
has also laid down a few flakes of cool cotton. I 
walk along shadowy ravines, the air is colder, more 
like quick silver. A few bends, two or three strays of 
unsettled light in the darkness of January and Che-
fchaouen discloses its white houses. Tomorrow, at 
dawn, how nice to enjoy goat cheese and rosemary 
infusion!

 Medicinal and aromatic plants from the Rif 

The Tangier Tetouan area draws strength from its 
emblematic and inextricable forests, from its resources 
and past  collective history in order to commercialize many 
of medicinal and aromatic plants, whose fame exceed the 
Kingdom’s borders. Used as plants or fresh flowery heads, 
even transformed (dried, essential oil, floral water), this 
production is a significant source of revenue. Rosemary 
takes the lion’s share in this abundance of plants.
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CHEESECHEFCHAOUENGOAT

 The Ajbane Chefchaouen cheese dairy has an excellent reputation based on the production of goat milk and its 
processing into soft white cheese or “jben“. A collective cheese dairy was created in 1990 by the Provincial 
Direction of Agriculture. The management of this unit was entrusted to the ANOC (National Association for Sheep and Goat 
Stockbreeders) in 1999. The milk is collected from 40 members, processed and commercialized by this cheese dairy. Breeders 
benefit from a technical supervision on behalf of the ANOC. Goat cheeses produced are: soft white cheese, pressed Tomme and 
Gouda cheese. Diversification is at heart of the development. 
Since 2011, products have been granted a Protected Geographical  Indication under the name “Fromage de Chèvre Chefchaouen”*. 
Enlightened gourmets and food lovers who buy Chefchaouen cheese live in Tetouan, Tangier, Rabat, Casablanca and 
in … Chefchaouen where goat cheese is strongly grounded in the gastronomic culture. The  reatively  high and above the market  
purchase milk garantees a significant income to breeders. Chefchaouen goat cheese has a bright future ahead!

Translator’s note: Goat’s Cheese Chefchaouen
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« A bit of  sunshine comes cutting the cold that fills my road. »

XV In quest of the Terroir, Taza - Al Hoceima - Taounate

 The sky turns blue. a few rocks stand and shape a slot of dawn. On a smooth and  
distant horizon, quite a way short of the sea at Al Hoceima, the mountains are vaporous. From 
my traveler balcony, I discover a whole world of soft slopes, valleys, grey ribbed grounds turning 
angry and bleak below. This is the country of Dellahia figs, of honey and olive trees. On the right 
of this picture painted by nature and men at work, a well polished dome! Cultivated to the point 
that my imagination seems to see an igloo of meadows, trees and everything that gives the 
peace to the fellah! I drink a big cup of fresh air and draw the lines of olive trees closing a plot of 
land. A bit of sunshine comes to fight the cold air that slows me down.. I feel involved in this this 
country’s farmers’ dreams!
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Gourmandise

Preparation : 
Fry the meat with a little bit of oil, then add peeled vegetables in pieces. 
Add also coriander, celery, tomato paste, chickpeas, salt, saffron, as well as a good 
quantity of water.
Cook all the above  ingredients  in a pressure cooker for 45 min. Later, with a traditional 
food mill or a mixer, reduce vegetables to soup, without the meat. Then, add the rest 
of the spices (ginger) and mint leaf. Bring to a boil  again, pour vermicelli and cook for 
10 min, then the tadouira. This mixture is to be incorporated, while stirring  the harira. 
Cover then leave to cooking a few more minutes still on low heat.

Serve immediately in bowls with chunks of meat in every bowl. And a quarter of fresh 
lemon. Do not forget to accompany the harira with delicious dried figs from Bouadel. 

The figs in this region are adapted to the mountainous weather conditions. The climate 
and soil confer a typical taste: sweet, firm-fleshed. The annual production is 
estimated at 4,000 tons.

FIGSDELLAHIABOUADEL

 The Albaraka Cooperative was created in 2006 on the initiative 
of the association of “3rd Millennium for Development and Solidarity of 
Bouhouda “, which has been organizing the Festival of figs in Bouhouda 
(15 km from Taounate) since 2004. 
The cooperative owns a well designed and equipped plant.
Commercialization is handled at the local level and during fairs. These figs are 
much appreciated with soup. The cooperative produces while respecting the 
required quality conditions. Figs are partially dried in the sun and in a 
completely natural way. Drying in the oven followed by fumigation, allows 
obtaining healthy and delicious figs. 

Besides dried figs, Rifains rightly take great pride in Dellahia prickly pear. For 
good reasos! Thanks to its adaptation to climatic hazards, this prickly pear 
constitutes an adequate way to develop a sustainable agriculture based on 
products with high added value, as the fig pips’ oil are used in cosmetics. 
This fig stores water in its stalks and trumps the drought as well as the cold 
which can be severe on the area where is grows. Just like people who live here 
“ opuntia ficus-indica “ is solid, strong and keeps its promises. The pulp of the 
Dellahia figs is sweet and juicy, it holds an important quantity of vitamin C. A 
healty opportunity for a necessary vitality. The promotional slogan for this fig 
with such a typically charming taste could be “ A healthy fruit for a healthy 
life! “

For the tadouira, to bind the soup: 
- 15 cl of water 
- 1 glass of flour 
Mix together flour and water.. , whip until the mixture is  
perfectly homogeneous .Make sure it is not too thick.

Local Recipe
 « Harira soup»

Ingredients :
500 g lamb meat

2 table spoons of oil 
1 potato, 2 carrots 
1 zucchini, 1 turnip 

2 tomatoes
1 onion, thinly sliced

2 cloves of garlic 
3 table spoons of coriander, finely chopped 

3 table spoons of parsley, finely chopped 
1 table spoon of celery, finely chopped 

100 g of chickpeas soaked and skinned *
100 g of lentils soaked *

2 table spoons of tomato paste
1 table spoon of salt, 
1 tea spoon of ginger 

1 g of Taliouine saffron 
½ glass uncooked broken vermicelli

1 fresh or dried mint leaf 
2 l of water

*eventually soaked the night before 
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HONEY ALMONDSAL HOCEIMA ALMONDS
RIF BENI OUARIGHEL

 In the springtime, the view is magnificent: 25 000 ha with 
almond trees spreading their blossoms … Fruits collected – estimated 
at 800 tons - will find buyers in the regional souks under the name of
 “ almonds from Beni Ouarighel. “
These almonds are farmed in organic mode. Their Terroir and the mode 
of culture provide a very particular, unctuous and sweet taste, to these 
dry consumed fruits. Offered as a welcome to visitors, with a glass of 
mint tea, they are also widely used in cakes and pastries.

 This cooperative has 8 members, was created in 2004 and is 
chaired by Raouf. Honeys produced here are oregano, jujube and sandarac  
tree, anthylis, and multi-flowers. After studying biology, Raouf naturally 
turned to beekeeping. 
According to him “ beekeeping is biology. All you need to know is the bumble bee 
and how to handle it. The bee is not a simple insect, it is much more elaborate. 
“ In the Koran, God said:
“ And your Lord revealed to the bee, “Take for yourself among the mountains, 
houses, and among the trees and [in] that which they (Men) construct. Then 
eat from all the fruits and follow the ways of your Lord laid down for you. 
There emerges from their bellies a drink, varying in colours, in which there is 
healing for people. Indeed in that is a sign for a people who give thought.” 
( Surat 16 An-Naĥl (The Bee) verses 68- 69)
Jujube honey - produced by the Al Hoceima Cooperative – has no acidity; 
it is highly recommended, for example, for stressed-out people! This 
honey is well adapted to city-dwellers lifestyle across the whole world 
who suffer from stomach pains! Al Hoceima, is in a mountain are with little 
humidity where oregano grows. The bees gathering nectar from this flower 
allow to process honey with a low fermentation risk. Locally, honey is used 
for gastronomic and therapeutic purposes; it is an excellent wound healing 
product. In the Al Hoceima region, the production of honey is estimated at 
100 tons, produced by a livestock of over 10,000 hives, 6 000 of which are 
modern hives.  A mellite stone!!
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« His favorite smell is the smell of olive oil »
OIL OLIVEGAFSHAI

 He ‘s not wearing a jellaba and his head is covered 
with an unexpected cap. Hassan, who’s chairs the Olea 
Gafshaï Cooperative and the Cows Breeders Cooperative Union, 
corresponds in every respect to the idea I have of a “ man from 
the Rif.“ Character, passion, pride and tenacity are components 
retained. A great connoisseur of olive growing, Hassan has been 
to university and studied chemistry. Hassan claims that the oil 
produced in his region is unique, with a taste that gave up sugar!

The Olea Ghafsai Cooperative was created in 2010 and has 20 
members. Hassan, who knows olive trees secrets, also knows 
their age: between 70 and 200 years old. Fascinated by the olive 
oil to the point of asserting that his favourite smell is that of olive 
oil, Hassan mentions his favourite colours. He sumarizes in two 
words what he really thinks “ I like blue and white. White is peace, 
blue is space, emptiness, sky and sea. “ Disconected from reality, 
Hassan? Of course not, he is in tune with Nature and chemistry is 
only an accessory.

 The  dominant variety in this region is the 
picholine variety. The orchard is formed of 70  to 200 year 
old trees. Olive trees are grafted on the wild Oleaster 
species called “Jebouj”. This quality of olives for canning    
and oil production is specific to this orchard. 
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« The banks of a sea of plateaus and mists await  
my steps  »

XVI In quest of the Terroir, Oriental

 After a night spent over Al Hoceima’s welcoming shoulder, the banks of a sea of plateaus and mists await my steps. About 
3 million hectares rocked by the surf of the winter wind and of sheep’s paths. The Oriental, rugged limestones either languishing plains 
or at time sheltering caves and cliffs watching over medlar trees. Morocco shows a facet turning into mystery. Mysteries of water on 
these desert steppes, mysteries of breeding and of Berkane orange groves. Only men and women from here will know the answer. 
The path seems endless to me, bending from peaks to hairpins turns! Reddish stone walls between which the valley will be born, 
Beni-Snassen mounts with Zegzel terrace cultivations, I drink the vivifying smell of pine and rosemary. The landscape is vast, like a well 
awakened eye. Patience! After Oujda the taste of dates will knock on my door …
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BERKANE
BERKANE

MEDLAR ZEGZEL

 While “ eating medlars “ is a common French expression, the pejorative 
sense (= to eat nothing) is changed around when one tastes Zegzel medlars! 
An age-old tree bearing beautiful soft orange fruit, the medlar tree is located in the 
Zegzel valley, where this tree’s history is inexorably connected to essential 
know-how. In this beautiful valley, medlar trees extend over more than 320 ha and 
produce 5 300 tons of handpicked fruits, a remarkable performance for the Zegzel 
population! This product is labeled as PGI “Nèfles de Zegzel”*.

* Translator’s note: Zegzel medlars

  Stemming from exclusive varieties -Berkane and Nules 
clone- Berkane clementines bloom in the Triffas plain, its geographical limits 
established by oueds and mountain ranges. The Oriental thus shelters this 
seedless fruit, the orange peel protecting a juicy, sweet flesh blessed with 
such exquisite gustative quality that the clementine has now been granted 
certified Protected Geographical Indication under the name “Clémentine de 
Berkane”*. The harvest is on full swing, manually, from October until January. It 
is not uncommon to see fruit pickers, box on shoulder, bringing their precious 
harvest to the place for transport. A box of orange stones? A box of sardius. My 
necklace shall be!

*Translator’s note: Berkane clementines

CLEMENTINES MEDLAR
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 Its pale colour induces a certain sensitivity. Rosemary honey from the Oriental is derived  
from banks of flowers located on the rosemary sections of High Plateaus, typical of both a wild and 
gentle Terroir. Rosemary, a plant spontaneously gathered by outing bees on High Plateaus, is an 
ancestral species whose secrets are not yet completely revealed. 
Transformed into essential oil for therapeutic and cosmetic purposes, rosemary holds many sweet 
surprises: for you, I tested a rosemary scented bath. Unique!

HONEYROSEMARY
HIGH PLATEAUS ORIENTAL
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« I wonder how can one live 
without a herd  »

RAMSBENI GUIL

 Miloud thinks Beni Guil, dreams Beni Guil, 
sleeps and he gets up with Beni Guil. Thanks to this ovine 
race, he, a simple farmer from Fritessa on the way to 
Tandrara, was able to meet, to greet, His Majesty the King 
repeatedly. 
He saw His Excellency the Minister, he is sought for his 
advice and his knowledge of the Beni Guil. In short,  Miloud 
is a happy breeder. And he still wonders “ when I joined the 
ANOC (National Association of Sheep and Goat Stockbreeders) 
in 1989, I had refused at first. I don’t like being taken over 
by another breeder, I had entered competitions, obtained 
trophies and there I had to accept the risk of no longer being 
first. “His application soon accepted, (one now has to wait 
3 years to join the ANOC), Miloud pursued his rise. Proud of 
his Expert certificate and of the trophies he keeps preciously 
(in 1999, 2000, 2001, etc.), Miloud benefited from a trip as 
part of an exchange programme with French breeders. He 
has a tendency for French word dropping such as  “taille, 
poids, format, couleur “. A man of the Oriental region, he 
doesn’t practice transhumance, but lives in the middle of 
the desert “ I don’t earn a lot of money, but I do what I like. I 
am a little sad because my children didn’t want to follow my 
steps. Sometimes, I grant a rebate on breeding rams to young 
people who really want to breed Beni Guil! “. 
Miloud claims that if this PGI certified Beni Guil meat “Viande 
Agneau Béni Guil” is so delicious it is for drawing its flavour 
from the Terroir which offers at least 14 remarkable plants 
for the sheep to feed on: esparto grass, white wormwood 
(artemisia herba alba) and rosemary. Reaching 70, Miloud 
would like, to perform the pilgrimage to Mecca “ I also 
believe it is necessary to do good to others and to have 
what is needed to do so. And when I ‘ll have to die, it will be 
surrounded by my herd, and I hope to be pronouncing the 
Chahada! “
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Terroir Itinerary, Figuig

 A long scar sculptures the earth, praline pink pralin, like a long dune of stone that reminds me of boiling magma. 
As a complaint eased by the smile of a child with his hand stretched full of truffles. A grace. A few shy truffles hide from my 
appetite: a man of land, a man who knows, in a very relevant manner offers me to share his finding. 
As I arrive in Figuig nostalgia overwhelms me, palm trees evoke a sepia image, an outmoded emotion bearing the emotion of
goodbye, in Figuig, the last stop of my caravan quest, I want to console my sorrow. As eventually I will have to turn the page. The 
heat has increased and has started devouring the landscape. Figuig appears ablaze with a range of glaring blue shades at midday. I 
find him, the one who opened the door to this quest, in Fez, “Leo Africanus” stands out  “ Figuig / … These three castles sit in the 
middle of the desert which produces dates in great abundance, distant from Sijilmassa by approximately hundred and fifty miles, 
women weave blankets… /… so delicate that it looks like they are made of silk, for they are sold very expensively everywhere “ * 
In the 16th century already, dates contributed to making Figuig famous! 

*Leo Africanus «Description de l’ Afrique »

Local Recipe
«  Crushed Quicotte »

For 6 servings

Ingredients:
500 grams of bulbs of Quicotte * 

700 grams of potatoes 
100 grams of fresh butter 
Nutmeg, salt and pepper 

Steam potatoes and bulbs. When cooked - about 1 hour -
put the vegetables in a hollow dish. 
Salt, pepper, sprinkle with nutmeg, add butter and mash them 
with a fork. 
Serve warm as side dish with a leg of oven  roasted Beni Guil. 

Quicotte? You said quicotte? 
On the High Plateaus of the Eastern Provinces up to the present days 
grows, the Grape hyacinth (Muscari comosum ). Its smell reminds me 
of the odour of musk. From March on, pastoral communities collect 
bulbs, most of them destined to export.

*Tassel Hyacinth (Translator’s note)

Gourmandise

« In the 16th century already, dates 
contributed to making Figuig famous! »
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«  Who says oasis, says date palm ! »
DATESAZIZA BOUZID

AZIZA BOUZID
DATES FIGUIG

 The Aziza Bouzid variety of dates originates in 
the Figuig palm grove. These unique and historic dates 
rouse the interest of a large number of producers and investors 
both in Morocco and abroad. The Al Massira Cooperative 
was created in 1980 by producers and conditioners. This 
cooperative’s objectives and missions are to encourage dates 
production, packaging and commercialization. Aziza Bouzid, 
an endemic variety from Figuig, produces high-quality dates; 
it was selected among clones ( Khalt) and propagated by the 
producers in the Figuig oasis at the beginning of the 20th 
century. This variety of well known dates is symbolic of an oasis 
considered as the oldest on the Northern fringe of the Sahara. 
Who says oasis, says date palm! In Figuig, a palm grove city, we 
find some 190,000 date palmtrees, their culture spread over 
1,500 hectares, based on  ancestral skills. 

Aziza, flagship product of the palm grove, is developing as 
this variety covered less than 1 % of the palm grove in 1968, 
and has now doubled the number of its palm trees. The 
variety Aziza, labeled as PGI “Dattes Aziza Bouzid de Figuig”, 
is highly appreciated for its nutmeg taste and is ideally suited 
for conservation. The ancestral system of irrigation based on 
particular khettaras is acknowledged!
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 The quest was long, precious 
and sometimes indistinct. That kind of 
imprecision that makes a journey, a 
roaming … At the bottom of my jar, I 
settle my collection. The silversmith 
alchemist who sets stones, silver 
and gold renders me this jewel of an 
exceptional origin: men and women 
of the Terroirs of Morocco offered to 
me this stream of colours, crystal clear 
azures, snows and sanded dunes, trees 
of the delights and cultivated gardens. 
The products of Morocco’s Terroirs are 
sublime…

 “ In the twilight of the earth, I 
take a fabulous leap  into the unalterable 
hope of the cycle of seasons and leave. 
The craving for green grass, the mad   
strive to unlock  the sluiceways of 
dreams, unchanging fragrances  captive 
in  yesterday’s  jars,   have opened doors.  
Mosques,  ksour, happy   douars, nostalgic 
kasbahs, tents stolen from the wind 
and silky souks, all bound in a quest for 
essence. Oriental essences, precious  oils  
and  other  embroidered fabrics weaved,  
forged with  precious  threads,  worthy 
of the  most talented silversmiths,ironed 
out  the chaotic route. 
Initiatory route... 
Terroirs of  anticipation  nurtured  by 
harvests,  wearing  the glamour of days  :
fruit, trees, plants,  honey,  milk,  spices,  
flocks and herds  in full attire   …  Here is 
my  harvest.  It  speaks  of  tomorrows and 
tells s about yesterdays. 
Above all, in the twilight of the earth, 
in the warmth  of  a glass of tea  always 
offered  and  shared,  I met  women  and 
men untold of and they made my quest 
radiant. We owe it  to them that stars  
never die. 

They ARE the Terroir of Morocco. 
They make Morocco. “ Aya, April 2013
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